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INSIDE:
Calloway County's
David Potts was
one of 29 FFA
members who
traveled to Europe
for a 12-day seminar. Page 10
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Bush to Iraq:
obey all orders
By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL ken or unfilled promises that Iraq
made when it sued for peace in
Associated Press Writer
1991 to end the Gulf War precipiWASHINGTON — President tated by its short-lived invasion of
Bush says Saddam Hussein has Kuwait.
"The international community
"cratered once again," but is
tolerate continued Iraqi
cannot
warning Iraq to obey all U.N.
orders rather than just belatedly defiance of the United Nations and
opening a single ministry to the rule of law," Bush said.
"There is too much at stake for the
inspection.
"The real test of his behavior region, for the United Nations and
will be in future U.N. inspections," for the world."
Bush said at the White House on
Bush said Iraqi compliance has
Sunday, shortly after Iraqi and "got to be done in timely fashion"
U.N. officials said the three-week on such matters as cooperating on a
inspection standoff had been border commission with Kuwait,
resolved.
returning stolen property and
"Behavior along the lines we ending the repression of minorities
have just witnessed will not be within Iraq's own borders.
tolerated," said Bush, who referred
Bill Clinton, pushing his camto Saddam as "the bully, the dicta- paign to oust Bush in a series of
tor, the brutal merchant of death." appearances along the West Coast,
Bush's top military and security said he supported the administraadvisers had spoken openly before- tion's determination to force Iraq
hand of the possibility of renewed to comply fully with cease-fire
allied bomb strikes against .resolutions and expressed relief
Baghdad.
that Iraq had agreed to permit U.N.
Bush, in an almost swaggering
weapons inspectors to search the
statement, read a catalogue of bro- agriculture ministry.

SPORTS:
Mayfield's Sonny
Gibson battled
strong winds before
coming up with the
top score to win the
John C. Quertermous Invitational golf
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TOKYO — With the economy
sagging and their country struggling to define its post-Cold
War role, Japan voted in a
nationwide parliamentary election to back the conservative
party that has governed since
the mid-1950s. Page 3

After the storm

CANDY MATHERS/Ledger & Times photo
Tree limbs were down on the campus of Murray State University off 16th Street following Sunday night's
thunderstoms which roared through the area. Limbs and trees were reported down throughout the area.
More showers or thunderstorms are possible today, with skies beginning to clear tonight.

Probe of Reagan,former aides accelerating
By PETE YOST

STATE

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — Iran-Contra prosecutors are intensifying
an investigation of a possible cover-up involving former President Reagan, who insists there's no evidence he's done anything illegal.
The prosecutors — and Reagan — objected Sunday to a
Washington Post story saying that independent counsel
Lawrence Walsh will decide within 10 days whether to initiate legal moves that could lead to indicting Reagan and three
ex-aides.
The Post identified the three as former Attorney General
Edwin Meese III, ex-Secretary of State George Shultz and
Reagan's chief of staff, Don Regan.

LEXINGTON — People with
businesses linked with state
government were among those
who attended what was billed as
a final fund-raiser to help retire
Gov. Brereton Jones' lingering
debt from his 1987 lieutenant
governor campaign. Page 3

SPORTS
BARCELONA, Spain — The
two-time defending Olympic
champion U.S. volleyball team
saw its apparent five set,
opening-match win vanish,
transformed by a review panel
into a four-set victory by Japan.
Page 8

Walsh's office said the Post story "sounds like speculation
by defense lawyers. No one knows the true status of this
investigation except people who work in this office. None of
us is commenting on such matters."
And Reagan spokeswoman Catherine Goldberg said "there
is no evidence that President Reagan has violated any law or
has been anything less than completely forthcoming. ... Any
suggestion to the contrary is false."
She said the Post makes the ,"false and unfounded allegation" that Reagan is a target in the Iran-Contra probe.
"Target" is a legal term applied to a person facing probable
indictment. The Post story makes no such allegation.
The pace of Walsh's investigation quickened after last
month's indictment of former Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger.

Several ex-Reagan administration figures have been questioned as prosecutors look into a possible November 1986
conspiracy to conceal the U.S. role in arms shipments to Iran
the year before, say non-government sources close to the
investigation.
Among the witnesses appearing this month before the grand
jury investigating the Iran-Contra scandal: Charles J. Cooper,
a former Meese aide who took notes at a Nov. 22, 1986, conversation between Meese and Shultz.
"Pres. said he knew of it," Cooper recorded Shultz as telling Meese about the Hawks transaction.
But two days later, on Nov. 24, 1986, the attorney general
told a White House meeting that included Reagan and his top
aides that the president hadn't known about the Hawks shipment, according to the Weinberger indictment.

Quayle says stepping down
from ticket is a 'closed issue'

Drilling to China?

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) —
Public opinion polls and statements
by some Republicans aside, Vice
President Dan Quayle says he's
confident he'll be on the GOP ticket in November.
Quayle did some politicking
Sunday at two favorite Southern
institutions — a church and a stock
car track — but was dogged by
questions about his political future.
"This is a closed issue," Quayle
insisted several times as reporters
pressed him on the subject outside
Briarwood Presbyterian Church,
where he attended morning worship
services with wife Marilyn and
their two sons.
Later, Quayle and his family
flew to Talladega Superspeedway
about 45 miles east of Birmingham
to watch part of the Diehard 500.
The vice president was visiting a
region that's considered a key battleground in the fall campaign and
a state that has voted Republican in

PERSPECTIVE
FRANKFORT — Associated
Press writer Charles Wolfe says
the idea of pension forfeiture for
persons who either plead guilty
or are convicted in scandals is
now being debated in Kentucky
as the General Assembly's own
bribery scandal unfolds. Page 4

FORECAST
Tonight: Partly cloudy. Low 65
to 70. Light northwest wind.
Tuesday: Partly sunny and less
humid. High 85 to 90.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
358.1, -0.1; below 305.0, +0.0
BARKLEY LAKE
358.1, -0.1; below 308.4, +0.9

every presidential election but one
since 1960.
However, with the all-Southern
Democratic ticket enjoying an
upsurge in popularity, two leading
Alabama Republicans have suggested that Quayle step down to
help President Bush.
"The president has never wavered on this issue, in public or in
private," Quayle said. "This is
simply a diversion by my enemies.
It's time to get on to the real issue
in this campaign: Who's the most
qualified to lead this country."
Many people think the vice president is the issue.
Two public opinion polls
released over the weekend gave
Quayle low marks. A Newsweek
survey showed 56 percent of the
voters polled viewed Quayle unfavorably, while 49 percent told a
Time-CNN poll that Bush should
find another running mate.

Colleagues say Bronger
accepted freebies freely
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10 SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916 ‘"
• • • •
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30,6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 8
am.-noon Saturday.

CYRUS A/KALI/Ledger & Times photo

David Sanders (left), an employee of Burgess Well Drilling and Pumps of Mayfield, shovels sand and
gravel while Alan Burgess keeps an eye on the drill making a hole for a new seismograph to be installed at
Murray State University. After digging 130 feet, gravel will be poured into a PVC pipe before the seismometer is lowered into the ground. When the gravel shakes, the seismometer will chart a reading which
MSU geologists will study.

•

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Colleagues of former Rep. Jerry Bronger described him as one of the
most influential lawmakers in the
General Assembly, but say he
tended to accept gratuities too
often.
The legislator from Jefferson
County resigned and pleaded guilty
last week to accepting $2,000 in
bribes to kill a proposed horseracing bill.
"If somebody asks, 'Would you
like to go to Florida and play
golf?' he jumps in and goes," said
Rep. Jim Yates of Shively a few
days before Bronger's fall. "He
doesn't think there is anything
wrong with it. He just doesn't think
about it."
"Jerry thought it never hurt to
ask," said retired Sen. Delbert
Murphy of Owensboro.
In 1988, in the middle of a legislative session, he flew off on a
junket to Florida's Gold Coast, on
an outing that included golfing,
harms racing and scenic rides in a
chauffeur-driven Rolls-Royce pro-

vided by the owner of Ellis Park,
the Henderson race track. A month
later the Business and Professions
Committee on which Bronger
served passed legislation that
favored Ellis Park.
A couple of days before he was
indicted, Bronger said of the trips.
"Maybe sometimes I didn't think
things out like I should."
Twelve years after Bronger, a
liquor salesman, was first sent to
Frankfort in 1980, he'd forged a
reputation as a consummate insider
who was arguably Jefferson County's most powerful legislator and
one of the most influential in the
entire state.
"If you are going to get in a
battle in the General Assembly and
you could have only one person on
your side, you would want Jerry
Bronger," said state Sen. Tim
Shaughnessy pf Jeffersontown.
"I'm not saying it's right — sometimes 1 hate it — bat Jerry knew
(Coni'd on page 3)
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Floods kill four in Clay County
MANCHESTER, Ky. (AP) —
Cleanup efforts continued in a
flood-damaged section of Clay
County, where sudden rising waters
in a creek this weekend left four
people dead.
National Guard soldiers, along
with county road crews and the
state highway department, worked
Sunday to clear debris with heavy
equipment, according to Kenny
Price, the Clay County coordinator
for the state Division of Disaster
and Emergency Services.

"This is just the first phase of
the cleanup," Price said. "It's
going to be quite some time before
things are back to normal."
He said the area received some
heavy rain again Saturday night,
but the downpour did not last long
enough to cause any additional
flooding.
About a dozen homes in the Barcreek community were destroyed
when torrential rains caused Bear
Creek to crest at 20 feet in about
15 minutes around midnight Fri-

day. Four people drowned and 20
to 30 were left homeless.
Gov. Brereton Jones visited the
scene Saturday. The American Red
Cross and other relief agencies
were arranging temporary housing
for the flood victims in hotels and
with relatives, Jones and other officials said.
Ambulance crews rescued an
8-year-old boy who escaped the
floodwaters by clinging to the
branches of a tree.

Sales of previously
owned homes drop

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now ()Mrs

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday - Friday
Ship Weekly & Save money

UPS

M-F 9 a.m.- 8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.
Hwy 641 N.
Olympic Plaza
753-2380

Ross Insurance Agency

WASHINGTON (AP) — Sales
of previously owned homes
dropped 2.9 percent in June, a real
estate trade group said today. It
attributed the decline to fresh concern about the nation's economy.
The National Association of
Realtors said sales totaled 3.36 million at a seasonally adjusted annual
rate. It was the third consecutive
drop, including a 0.9 percent
decrease in May.
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An unidentified handler had his hands full of horseflesh while trying to coax a pair of ponies into position
Saturday evening during the Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair's Pony Pulls at the fairgrounds.
Tonight, the Fair Queen pageant will be held at Murray State University's Lovett Auditorium at 7 p.m.

Bush will have to work for Southern Baptist vote
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The fact that Bill Clinton and Al
Gore are Southern Baptists might
overcome misgivings Baptists have
over their more liberal abortion
stance, the head of the Baptist Center for Ethics says.
Robert Parham says Baptists are
not single-issue voters.
"Like most Americans, Southern
Baptist voters are complex," Parham said.
Neither the Republicans nor the
Democrats will be able to claim the
Christian vote as a block, he said.
"They are appealing to different
Christian moral traditions: The
Republicans make appeals to a
kind of private morality that underscores personal responsibility and
economic opportunity, while
Clinton-Gore appeal to the tradition
that places value on community in
building healthy individuals," Par-

•

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

lOth

more liberal than most SBC members on issues like abortion and gay
rights. Both Democrats favor abortion rights.
"Bush doesn't derstand that
he must show that su tantive differences exist on values sues to
keep Southern Baptists from ting
against two of their own," L d
said.
Bush has angered Southern Baptists with statements about
homosexuals, including last month
when he said on ABC-TV's
"20/20" program that he would
not have a "litmus test" fo
homosexuals serving in his cabine

Local News Roundup
FRIDAY ACCIDENT LEAVES ONE INJURED
One person was transported to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital following a personal injury accident Friday at 5 p.m. at the intersection of 12th and
Glendale Streets. Although the official accident report was unavailable, Murray Fire Department reports stated that a northbound Plymouth collided
head-on with a Pontiac at the intersection. Firemen used absorbent pads to
remove transmission fluid from the road. Five firemen, one engine and the
rescue vehicle responded.

DEPARTMENT ARRESTS HARDIN MAN
The Calloway County Sheriff's Department arrested Roger L. Childress, 45,
General Delivery, Hardin, Friday at 9:45 a.m. and charged him with first
degree stalking, a felony. No other details regarding the charges were
available.

Shell

Saturday's winning numbers:

Pick 3: 4-1-6 (four, one, six);
Lotto: 8-11-20-31-45-46; Sunday's winning numbers: Pick

JCPenney — Murray

3: 3-6-3 (three, six, three)

It's Our Anniversary!
Thank you Murray for 10
wonderful years. We're glad to
be a part ofthis community and
truly appreciate your patronage through the years.

FULTON MAN DIES IN SUNDAY NIGHT WRECK
A Fulton man died in a two-car automobile accident at 9:05 p.m. Sunday
four miles south of Farmington on Ky. 564. Kentucky State Police reports
said Benjamin W. Litwiller, 21, of Farmington, was traveling south on Ky.
564 and a second vehicle, driven by Thomas V. Perry, 47, of Fulton, was
northbound. Both vehicles entered an area where several inches of water
covered the roadway. Litwiller hydroplaned into the path of Perry's vehicle
and the two cars hit head-on. Perry, who was not wearing his seat belt, was
prounounced dead at the scene by the Graves County Deputy Coroner. Litwilier, who was wearing his seat belt, was taken to Mayfield Community
Hospital with chest injuries and was treated and released. A passenger in
Litwiller's car, Linda Unruh, 16, of Farmington, was admitted to Mayfield
Community Hospital with a concussion. Four passengers in Perry's vehicle
were transported by ambulance to Murray-Calloway County Hospital. James
R. Barton, 55, of Mayfield; Keith J. Weeks, 59, of Mayfield; Michael K.
Weaks, 36, of Farmington; and John Michael Weaks, 12, of Farmington
were admitted with serious multiple injuries. The accident was investigated
by state police accident reconstructionist Sgt. Dennis Crawford.

'
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a foresf?
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We invite you to come by
and celebrate with us.
Tuesday, July 28

ham said.
President Bush is an Episcopalian, and Vice President Dan Quayle is Presbyterian.
And the head of the SBC Christian Life Commission says Bush
must work hard if he wants to pull
the votes of the 15 million-member
denomination away the Democratic
ticket.
Richard Land, head of the
Nashville-based comission, said
Clinton and Gore will get more
Southern Baptist votes than Democrat Michael Dukakis did in 1988
and added that "how many more is
up to Bush.'!
Land said Clinton and Gore are

174

BICYCLIST KILLED IN ACCIDENT
FUL TON, Ky. — A Fulton teen-ager died this weekend when the bicycle he
was riding was struck by a pickup truck, authorities said. Jerome McKinney,
16, was pronounced dead at the scene at about 10:54 p.m. Friday, state
police said. A cycling companion, 19-year-old Alfonzo Pirtle of Fulton, was
seriously injured. He was in stable condition Sunday at Lourdes Hospital in
Paducah. The two were riding on U.S. 51 about 1Y2 miles north of Fulton
when a truck driven by 16-year-old Robert J. Schwartz of Clinton rounded a
curve and struck the cyclists, state police said. Schwartz tried to stop but his
vehicle skidded into the two, according to police.

ELECTRIC TOOLS

Open at 10am

Enjoy a piece of our Anniversary Cake
• 30 Day Satisfaction Guaranteed.
• If for any reason you are not
completely satisfied (within 30
days of purchase) you can exchange the product or receive a
complete refund.

Register to win $100 Gift Certificate
Back-to-School Sale Now In Progress.

JCPenney

Large Selection of Milwaukee Tools on Hand
HOLESALE

Celebrating 90 Years of Serving Americ

Chestnut Hills, Murray

LECTRIC

759-A400
206 E. Main

SUPPLY

753-8194
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Jones hosts `last fund-raiser' to help retire debt

ii

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — People with businesses linked with
state government were among those
who attended what was billed as a
final fund-raiser to help retire Gov.
Brereton Jones' lingering debt from
his 1987 lieutenant governor
campaign.
The Saturday night fund-raiser at
the Radisson Plaza hotel drew people from across Kentucky and beyond who donated S1,000 per couple
to help Jones recoup the debt.
"This will be the last fundraiser, and I must admit I'm very
relieved at that," Jones said as he
and his wife, Libby, arrived at the
Radisson.
The group appeared to be made
up primarily of traditionally big

givers to governors — people who
do business with or are regulated
by state government.
The group included: Ed Glasscock, of Brown Todd & Heyburn, a
Louisville law firm; Paul Nesbitt,
of Nesbitt Engineering, Lexington;
Malcolm Chancey, of Liberty
National Bank, Louisville; Daniel
Ulmer, of Citizens Fidelity Bank,
Louisville; Chandra Shah, of Balke
Engineering, Cincinnati; Wesley
Witt, of Witt & Associates, a Lexington engineering firm; Bob
McQueen, of U.S. Corrections
Corp., which has state contracts to
operate prisons.
Asked whether those at the event
were seeking favors, Jones said, "I
think everybody knows by now ...

this administration does not give
jobs or favors based on contributions. We have drawn that line at
the very beginning of the campaign
and we've stuck with that,"
Jones said those attending the
fund-raiser "believe very strongly
that they want this kind of government and they want to get this burden off of our shoulders."
Jones won the 1987 election
after lending about S1.6 million of
his own money to the campaign
and easily outspent all of his
opponents.
After he was elected governor
last November, Jones launched an
effort to recoup his money from the
1987 race.
The effort to retire the debt has

`Reunion' draws 'relatives' to park

been a source of criticism for
Jones' administration. Jones —
who had criticized Wallace Wilkinson's fund raising while Wilkinson
was governor — has continued to
accept both the large contributions
and those from political action
committees that he had criticized
during his campaign last year.
The fund-raiser crowd Saturday
night also included a number of
legislators and many past and present state officials, and former state
Democratic Party chairmen Howard P. "Sonny' Hunt and Billy
Patrick.
Among the legislators was Rep.
Rex Smith, a Grand Rivers Democrat whose family owns a company
that is one of the largest road con-

tractors for the state.
William Sturgill, the Lexington
businessman with coal and roadbuilding interests, said he was
attending the fund-raiser because
"there's a fellow here I need to see
and this is the only way I can find
him."
Two former governors were also
in the crowd — Julian Carroll and
Edward T. "Ned" Breathiti
Breathitt said, "This winds up
his fund raising and I think that's
important for his administration. ...
I was very anxious to support that
effort."
Breathitt and the late former
Gov. Bert T. Combs helped organize a fund-raiser on the evening
before Jones' inauguration with the

hope that Jones would not have to
raise money while serving as
governor.
That effort raised more than
$600,000, but as of last April,
Jones' 1987 campaign still owned
Jones $1,044,000.
Jack Hall, who is heading the
effort to retire Jones' debt from an
office at state Democratic Party
headquarters, said Saturday night
that contributions since April have
lowered the balance.
Hall noted that the approximately 500 people at Saturday night's
event would produce $250,000 at
S500 per person. But he said many
had given more than $500.
He said he was not sure that the
entire debt would be retired.

News of the World
e

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — State officials hope to turn this
weekend's state-sponsored Kentucky Family Reunion into an annual
event.
Free country music concerts and free admission to the Kentucky
Horse Park drew thousands to the two-day event, conducted in honor
of the state's bicentennial.
Crit Luallen, secretary of the state Tourism Cabinet, said the event
promotes Kentucky heritage, family values and the Kentucky Horse
Park itself.
"Welcome home!" one man shouted Saturday. He greeted all his
"relatives" in the same way, including country singer Ricky Skaggs,
Pleasant Hill Shakers, and crafts makers from Pikeville.
The Brockman family drove 4'A hours from Franklin. It was the first
time Frank, 37, and Janet, 29, brought their sons Brad, 7, and Travis,
3, to the park.
"It's an education for the boys," said Frank Brockman. "I'm sure
they learned something."
Visitors camped out under bright umbrellas during big-name country
music concerts. They browsed through more than 200 booths containing arts and crafts and bicentennial items, watched a miniature horse
show, visited the barns and museums and toured the park.
Country music fans arrived as much as five hours before the music
started to get good seats on the lawn. Acts included Skaggs, Steve
Wanner, Exile, the Kentucky HeadHunters, and Tom T. Hall.
Corporate sponsors pay most of the costs for the event. Crafts booths paid a fee of $50 a day.
Three hundred workers from the park, state tourism office, state and
Lexington police, Red Cross and the National Guard helped monitor
the crowd.
"I love the scenery, the nature, the music and the hospitality," said
Rita Wagoner, 46, who came with her friends, Pam Cook, 33, and Lee
and Carol Emerson, 54 and 51, from Louisville. "Have it every year!"

Colleagues say...
(Cont'd from page 1)
the buttons to push and who to go
to see."
But while Bronger, 56, was
admired for his ability to round up
votes, some colleagues said he
often seemed more concerned with
special interests than the public
interest.
As Rep. Tom Burch of Fern
Creek put it, "He liked to help the
big boys."
Some in Frankfort, including
Rep. Joe Barrows of Versailles,
said he wished Bronger had
"harvested his skills" for issues
like school reform.
Republican Susan Stokes, who
lost her eastern Jefferson County
seat in redistricting, put it more
bluntly: "He wasn't there to do the
best job possible, but to help other
good old boys on the next vote."
In 1982 Bronger admitted filing
a bill that would have gutted the
administration of Jefferson Community College just because its
administrators had snubbed him by
not inviting him to the dedication
of the school's new southwest campus. "I thought it was a hell of an
insult," he said then.
During the 1992 session, he voted against a tax credit for United
Parcel Service because, he alleged
later, the company had mistreated
his daughter-in-law when she had
worked there.
Bronger remembered his enemies, but he made friends easily.
Himself "wet," urban and
Catholic, he mixed easily with colleagues who were dry, rural and
Baptist, his colleagues said.
"In my opinion, Jerry would be

CLINTON AVOIDING 'FRIVOLOUS' QUESTIONS

SAN DIEGO— Bill Clinton's strategy for going after what -he calls the crucial
"pro-change" vote in California and other big states involves, to a large
degree, not talking about the strategy. The Democratic nominee more and
more is shying away from what his aides call "frivolous" queries about polls,
politics and the process of waging a White House race. "It's not good for my
health," Clinton joked Sunday night while campaigning in California. The
Arkansas governor said he was trying to keep the spotlight on issues such
as jobs, education and health care — areas in which he believes he's got
the upper hand over President Bush.

FOREST SERVICE'S UNJUSTIFIED FLIGHTS
WASHINGTON

— Forest Service officials have used agency planes to
attend a retirement party, wilderness trail dedication, rafting trip and meetings in cities where it would have been cheaper to drive or fly commercially,
investigators say. Agriculture Department investigators say it isn't always
clear whether administrators are conducting official business when they fly
on agency aircraft because flight justification reports are rarely prepared.
The investigator's audit, obtained by The Associated Press under the Freedom of Information Act, found that flight justifications were not filed for 91
percent of the 2,515 administrative trips taken on agency-owned or contracted aircraft from Oct. 1, 1989, to July 1991. Investigators said Forest
Service officials also often failed to conduct cost-comparisons with other
forms of travel before taking off in an agency plane.

TOKYO — With their economy sagging and their country struggling to
define its post-Cold War role, Japanese voting in a nationwide parliamentary
election backed the conservative party that has governed since the
mid-1950s. Unofficial final results reported by all Japanese media today
showed Prime Minister Kiichi Miyazawa's Liberal Democratic Party winning
68 of the 127 seats at stake in Sunday's election for half of parliament's
upper house. Miyazawa, who became prime minister in November, appears
to have stabilized his position for the time being with the strong showing.
But the election was also a sharp rebuke for a scandal-plagued political system. Voter turnout plummeted to a record low of 50.7 percent of Japan's
93.7 million eligible voters. The worst previous turnout was 57 percent in
1983.

1986 Chev. Cavalier,
71,000 miles
1985 Ford Tempo, local
1984 Olds Frenza LX,
70,000 miles, nice
1985 Cutlass 4 dr., V-6,
good car

1986 Cutlass Cal., 2 dr.,
sharp

$2,050
$1,800

1977 Datsun 280Z, sharp $1,600

1985 Buick Century, V-6
1983 Buick Skylark,
good transmission
1973 Fad Truck, 86,000
1 owner

$1,250

1982 Chrysler Lebaron Cony.,
super sharp car
$2,600
1985 Buick Somerset,
2 dr., nice

PAY ONE
PRICE!

$1,700

1977 Ranchero, V-8

Includes ALL Rides and
Grandstand Attractions
No Parking Fee
6 p.m. Iii Closing

SAVE $1.00
vv.•

With This Coupon
to the fair with this coupon Plea.
I Save SI 00 off admission One
coupon per person

I present coupon at gate
• .

,L•
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$1,900

In Luxurious Velvet

MONDAY, JULY 27
7:00 p.m. - Beauty Contest
Lovett Auditorium
TUESDAY, JULY 28
9:00 a.m. - ALL Cattle Shows
6:00 p.m.-Closing - Carnival Open
7:00 p.m. - Go Carts
WEDNESDAY, JULY 29
6:00 p.m.-Closing - Carnival Open
7:00 p.m. - ATV Drags
THURSDAY, JULY 30
6:00 p.m.-Closing - Carnival Open
8:00 p.m. - Concert
FRIDAY, JULY 31
6:00 p.m.-Closing - Carnival Open
7:00 p.m. - Motorcycle Super Cross Race
SATURDAY, AUGUST 1
12:00-5:00 p.m. - KIDDIES DAY
6:00 p.m.-Closing - Carnival Open
7:00 p.m. - Demolition Derby

$2,600

$1,250
$1,500

INCLINER SECTIONAL

JULY 24 - AUGUST 1

1988 Yugo, 40,000 miles $1,400

$2,500
$1,500

1302 N. 12th St. Murray, Ky.
753-0414 or 753-3914

In this city, where debate is a way of life, not even trees
are beyond the reach of politics. These particular trees line the Mall — that
grassy, museum-lined park that stretches about a mile between the Capitol
and the Washington Monument. Sometimes called the nation's front yard,
it's the city's most popular tourist attraction and an irresistible backdrop for
political demonstrations and cultural events. But the U.S. Park Service says
such activity is slowly killing the 550 American elm trees that provide shade
and beauty along the edges of the Mall. The constant stress of about 23
million visitors a year has compressed the soil around the trees' roots to an
almost brick-like consistency, say Park Service soil scientists.

Owner - Donnie Winchester

$3,300

'Serving Western Kentucky
With Compete TERMITE
and PEST CONTROL
SERVICE since 1958."

CAPITOL ELMS SUFFERING VISITOR STRESS
WASHINGTON—

Murray's Only $3,000 and Under Lot

1988 Chevy S-10 Truck,
air

Call today for a free estimate.

VIENNA, Austria — Old women sit stoically on cots and portly men sweat in
the heat, oblivious to the youngsters at play around them. This camp for
Bosnian refugees is in Vienna but could be almost anywhere in central Europe. The 400 people crammed into a Vienna gymnasium are just a tiny part
of the nearly 2.5 million Serbs, Croats and Slavic Muslims who have fled the
bloody dismemberment of Yugoslavia. More than 500,000 of these refugees
have fled Yugoslavia's past and present republics, presenting Europe with
its worst refugee problem since World War II. Thousands of camps have
been set up to absorb the displaced. Scores of public buildings have been
converted into shelters. With no resolution to the war in sight, the tidal wave
of refugees is showing no signs of cresting and the doors to most countries
are closing as the limits of tolerance are stretched. Most governments now
demand visas and make exceptions only on a case-by-case basis.

753-9586

$2,950

Fleas are not only a nuisance,they also transmit
and carry many types of diseases and bacteria.
If you have a flea problem call McGee Pest
Control today!
Our trained professional technicians can handle
any flea problem no matter how large or small with
safe scientific treatment and applications.

SUMMER CAMPS — FOR REFUGEES

RACEWAY AUTO SALES
1986 Cutlass Cierra,
V-6, local

;, •
Public Enemy!
q

JAPANESE BACK CONSERVATIVE PARTY

just as comfortable in the court of
the Queen of England as in Duffy's
Bar on Dixie Highway," former
House Speaker Bobby Richardson
said.
Helping dethrone Richardson in
1985, Bronger played a key role in
molding the coalition that placed
former meat cutter Don Blandford
in the speaker's chair. It was a
move fellow lawmakers said both
demonstrated Bronger's emerging
clout and helped seal it for the
future.
That influence revealed itself
most publicly two years ago, when
Bronger, known as the "Little
Speaker," helped revive the socalled Humana bill after the healthcare giant's own chief lobbyist,
George Atkins, had given it up for
dead.
The bill exempted Jefferson
County from state regulation of
hospital-construction and hospitalexpansion projects.
On the House floor, Bronger
unabashedly reminded his colleagues of the favors he had
extended them. He cashed his due
bills privately, too, reminding
Burch of the help he'd given him
on legislation for emotionally disturbed children, and Rep. Herbie
Deskins of Pikeville of his support
for increasing the share of coalseverance-tax dollars returned to
the mountains.
Deskins and Burch switched
their votes, and Humana's bill
passed.
"When Jerry Bronger is for
something, he can deliver; and
when he is against it, he can kill
it," Shaughnessy said.

300 South 4th

Fleas Are A
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PURDOM
Furniture and Mattress
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5, Sat. 10-3

202 S. 5th St.

Murray

753-4872
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Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
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Washington Today

Pork light•
Congress dispensing less
pork, but it still abounds
By ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON — The Berlin Wall is gone, the New York Yankees
don't win pennants anymore and the Democrats may actually run a competitive presidential race this fall. But some things reign eternal — like
pork in congressional spending bills.
Yes, most people say there's less of it this year, thanks largely to a
deficit-reduction mood created by record budget shortfalls, Ross Perot and
the dramatic defeat of the balanced-budget constitutional amendment.
But spending for lawmakers' pet projects back home remains embedded
in virtually every spending bill Congress considers — and it's rarely very
hard to find:
—The House measure financing the Agriculture Department has
$150,000 for research on kenaf in Mississippi, home state of Democratic
House Appropriations Committee Chairman Jamie Whitten. Kenaf, if
you're wondering, is a fibrous plant used for making ropes and canvas. A
report accompanying the bill calls it "a major new agricultural product"
—There's $1 million in the House's transportation bill for a pair of
bike paths in North Miami and North Miami Beach — in the district of
Democratic Rep. William Lehman, chairman of the Appropriations transportation subcommittee.
—Another $1 million is provided in the House's housing measure to
renovate apartments for low-income senior citizens. in Scranton, Pa.,
'hometown ofRep.losephlikDade, raffingitepublican on the Appropriations panel.
"There'snot as much as there used to be," says Rep. Timothy Penny,
D-Minti., who with Rep. Harris Fawell, R-Ill., has formed a "Porkbusters" group that relentlessly tries to get the House to kill such projects.
"But we're never going to get away from it entirely."
Not even this year — a weird budget year on Capitol Hill if there ever
was one.
It's a year in which lawmakers' professed concerns about the government's reservoirs full of red ink have snowballed.
Their worry began with projections of a record budget gap that's
expected to hit $334 billion budget for this year. Then Perot came along,
proving before abandoning his presidential quest that the public wants to
see the deficit problem addressed.
Once the House narrowly defeated the balanced-budget amendment last
month, many lawmakers set out to prove they remained true to the deficitreduction cause.
And believe it or not, they have cast some votes that chop away at the
shortfall. Spending was slashed for the $8 billion superconducting super
collider, a Texas atom-smasher, and the House may cut more dollars next
week from the $30 billion space station.
Smaller efforts have also succeeded. One example: an amendment by
Rep. Dan Burton, R-Ind., that removed $10 million slated for a gerontology foundation being set up to honor retiring Rep. Edward Roybal, DCalif.
Nobody thinks eliminating pork will solve the deficit problem. Even
the Porkbusters concede that such projects total just a few billion dollars
out of a $1.5 trillion budget. But they say such cuts are a good start —
and they don't mind the favorable press it gets them, either.
"The issue on every voters' mind is, 'What are you doing to get rid of
the red ink?" Penny says. "The deficit is a symbol of what's wrong with
the system."
But the bills remain studded with pork — including $1.8 million for a
national pig research facility in Iowa.
Ominously, Penny, Fawell and his allies say more of it may appear as
the year goes by.
Not only has the Senate yet to write most of its spending bills, but extra
projects are expected to appear when House-Senate negotiators work out
compromise versions of the measures.
• • • •

(Alan Frain coven Congress for The Associated Press.)

St(itc Editorial Roundup
The Paducah Sun:
The Court of Appeals made a reasonable interpretation of Kentucky's
lottery rules as originally written, and the state should pay off
accordingly.
The court action came in a suit by two of three winners in a $2 million
1990 jackpot. The players argued that the three-way split entitled them to
4,000 (before taxe
a $666,666 lump sum payment, not the
$34
—tritwarded
them by the state. The Court of Appeals agreed with the lottery players.
Under the old rules, prizes of $1 million or more were paid out in 20
annual installments. Those of less than $1 million were to be awarded in
cash up front.
For the 20-year payout, the lottery corporation buys an annuity costing
roughly half the face value of the prize. The state applied the same formula in the case at hand but paid the money immediately.
The court said that would not do, for the excellent reason that truth in
advertising must mean something, particularly when the state is involved.
A cash prize is a cash prize, and in the face value. If there is any ambiguity in the rules, the benefit of the doubt should not go to the ones who
wrote the rules.
Since the trouble with the three-way split of $2 million, the lottery corporation changed the rules to pay all Lotto Kentucky prizes over 20 years.
That should resolve all doubts.
The lottery corporation has stated it will appeal the decision. It should
not, even though a reversal is entirely possible. This is not an issue of
precedent, since the current case is the only one that will be affected.
The cost of complying with the Court of Appeals decision would be
about $1 million in additional prize money for the three winners. That
would not be a great price to pay for the state to play square in its own
game.
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Hit'em in the pension
FRANKFORT, Ky. — It was a
sweltering July day, 1975, in Charleston, W.Va. The state treasurer,
John Kelly, was feeling the heat in
more ways than one.
Under indictment for bribery in a
banking scandal, Kelly waxed
defiant. He not only claimed innocence but swore to clear his name
in court, then run again for the
office he had held for 14 years.
But in the meantime, the treasurer's office couldn't function under
a cloud, Kelly said, so he was
resigning.
The next day, he walked into a
federal courtroom and admitted he
had been paid for years to steer
state deposits.
The resignation, it turned out,
had nothing to do with clouds over
the Capitol. It had everything to do
with Kelly's state pension.
Under West Virginia law, he
would have forffited that pension if
his guilty pleas, or a conviction at
trial, had occurred while he was in
office.
The idea of pension forfeiture is
now being debated in Kentucky as
the General Assembly's own bribery scandal unfolds. The debaters

— Agriculture Commissioner Ward
"Butch" Burnette and state Treasurer Frances Jones Mills.
Burnette was convicted of theft.
Mills, charged with using state
employees and equipment in her
campaign, was acquitted.
It's conceivable that each, as a
precaution, would have resigned
before going to trial.
are members of a legislative task
force appointed to draft an ethics
law for their branch of government.
The group might consider a variation on West Virginia's law,
which did not pose any other threat
to pensions. Its only actual effect
was to speed the exit of crooks
from office.
That hasn't been a problem lately in Kentucky. Only two of those
indicted so far in the federal investigation of legislative payoffs were
incumbents, and they promptly
stepped down.
The latest was Jerry Bronger, a
longtime state representative from
Louisville. In a 24-hour span,
Bronger resigned, was indicted and
pleaded guilty to taking bribes totaling $2,000.
Even though he faces prison,

Bronger can start drawing a
$27,000-a-year state pension in
nine years, when he turns 65.
But what if Kentucky law
required Bronger's pension to be
wiped out if he committed a
felony? Would he have taken
money under the table? Maybe not,
according to one task force member, state Sen. David Karem of
Louisville.
"If I'm going to lose 1714 years
of vested pension if somebody
catches me, maybe I'll think twice
about taking (a bribe) because
that's a hell of a hit," Karem said.
And what if that same dire prospect, or even a limited law like
West Virginia's, existed for officials of the executive branch?
Two constitutional officers have
stood trial in the last seven years

Burnette, even though he had
been impeached by the House, kept
his eligibility for a $16,500-a-year
pension by resigning before the
Senate could put him on trial and
remove him from office.
A legal opinion sought later by
the Kentucky Retirement Systems
board said the manner of Burnette's departure did not amount to
"termination of employment with
prejudice," which could have cost
his pension eligibility.
It's been suggested that it's better to let legislators keep their pensions. If any more are indicted, the
argument holds, they will be less
inclined to stay in office and fight
if there's the promise of a pension.
Others would argue that it's just
the final bribe.

Fix this social problem
While the Democrats yammer
about social problems, let us look
at one. It is not earthshaking. But it
shows what we're up against if we
believe any political party is going
to purge us of goofiness.
This social problem begins with
Bob, a romantic fellow with an eye
for the ladies.
More than an eye, unfortunately.
Bob is one of those men who
becomes a father, then makes himself scarce.
There are many men like Bob,
which is why we have so many
single moms and fatherless tykes
and big welfare budgets.
So, what does society do about
cads like Bob? Well, if we were a
harsh society, a doc would go snip,
snip, and Bob would no longer distribute his seed so casually.
But we can't do that. It would be
cruel and insensitive. So society
tries to make guys like Bob support
his kids.
It happens that Bob has a regular
job. He pushes a broom at the Chicago schools.
So Eileen, who has Bob's baby,
got a judge to award her about $80
a week in child support.
Because Bob couldn't be trusted
to send a check, the school system
was ordered to deduct it from his
pay and pass it along to Eileen.
But the checks stopped coming.
Eileen called the school bureaucrats and asked where her money
was. They said they'd look. After
she missed 10 weeks of checks, the
bureaucrats finally had the answer.
It seems that Bob is also paying
support for a child he fathered in
Missouri. Bob gets around.
So a bureaucrat pushed the
wrong button on a computer and
Eileen's money was sent to the
mother of the Missouri child.
By the time the error was found,
$815 of Eileen's support money
had gone to the other woman.

a

Eileen told the bureaucrats that
since they had made the mistake,
they should just send her $815. But
they said they couldn't do that
without a court order.
So Eileen got a lawyer and he
went to court and asked a judge for
an order. The judge said he didn't
have to issue an order, since there
had already been an order that Bob
pay the child support.
Because Bob's money was the
issue, Bob had to hire a lawyer.
And, of course, the school board
had to have a lawyer defend its
position.
The case bounced in and out of
court for months. Finally, a judge
ordered the board to pay Eileen her
$815.
Because this went on for months,
the legal fees piled up. And somebody has to pay.
So the judge ruled that since it
was the school bureaucrats who
goofed, they should pay the
lawyers.

The lawyers submitted their
bills. Eileen's lawyer got
$4,337.50. Bob's lawyer was
awarded $4,230. That's $8,567.50
in legal fees.
Of course, it wasn't paid by the
bureaucrat who hit the wrong key
on the computer.
It comes out of the real estate
taxes paid by Chicagoans. And
while it might seem a trifling sum,
there is another way to look at it.
The average Chicago homeowner's tax bill is about $1,300. That
means that the taxes paid by the
owners of about six or seven modest bungalows were used to pay the
lawyers.
And that doesn't include the cost
of the social agencies that have to
chase guys like Bob. Or the salaries of the judges and other court
personnel, who pught to have
something better to do. Or the paychecks of the bureaucrats who
can't hit the right button.
If given a choice, those bungalow owners would have found a

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents arc welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
Letters should be addressed to. Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

better way to spend their money.
So let us examine this as a social
problem. If we do so, we find that
the root cause is individual stupidity. If we look close enough, that's
the root of most of our problems.
First, we have Bob, who impregnates women, then takes a walk.
Then we have the women who
allowed Bob to use them that way.
Of course, it is their choice to use
their bodies as they see fit, so it
would be politically incorrect to
criticize them.
And we have the bureaucrats
who hit the wrong button on a
computer and send Bob's money to
the wrong woman. And we have
the education administrators who
won't admit to an $815 mistake
and let it wind up in the hands of a
judge and lawyers.
Then we have a legal system that
allows a nickel-and-dime case like
this to bounce around the courts for
so long that the lawyers pile up fat
fees.
So what is there in the new
Democratic platform that addresses
the great social proble.m of galloping individual stupidity?
'Is there something in there that
says, "Bob, if you can't keep your
pants zippered, at least wear a condom. Those little taxpayers
shouldn't be paying for your
romps"?
Is there anything in the platform
that says, "Eileen, if you can't be
good, try being careful"?
And is there anything in the platform that says, "We believe that
bumbling bureaucrats should pay
for their own mistakes, not the
defenseless taxpayers"?
No, the Democratic platform
doesn't address the single biggest
social problem ini America, which
is individual stupidity.
But it would be too much to ask
that a political party platform itself
out of existence.
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Fellowship forms to provide
medical help to rural elderly
By TODD BLEVINS
The Harlan Daily Enterprise

BENHAM,Ky.(AP) — Help for
the elderly is coming to the Tr City area and it will be a dreamcome-true.
The dream did not come to the
elderly needing help getting to hospitals and medical facilities. It
came to a Lynch businessman.
"In my mind, I was at the location where I was raised in Lynch,"
said Gerald Roberts of a dream he
had recently. "I was with five men.
But we weren't talking about UK
sports or going fishing. We were
talking about how great God is.
"Well, I looked around and
there were more men. Soon there
was a big crowd — all men. It
turned into a praise service with us
singing songs and lifting our hands.
"About then, I woke up. I didn't
want to, but I did. I felt like God
was dealing with me."
Still unsure what his dream
meant, Roberts, who sells insurance for American General, began
contacting some friends from different churches in the area. He said
he wanted to meet with them and
share his dream with them.
Without his realizing it, Roberts
had started the Christian Men's
Fellowship. His sharing the dream
turned into the first meeting. —
"I was so excited about the
dream I couldn't wait," Roberts
said. "I showed up an hour early
and wondered if anyone else would
show."
Other men, 17 in all, did show
up. When the last man arrived a
little late, he placed the final piece
of the puzzle about Roberts' dream
into place.
Roberts said the man apologized
for being late. He said he had taken
someone to a hospital in Johnson
City for medical treatment.
It then became clear to Roberts
what his dream was about. The
Christian Men's Fellowship
decided it would begin helping
those persons in need of medical

said all men in the Tr -City area
are welcome so long as they are
not looking for personal gain.
"All we ask is they love God
and work for Him," Roberts said.
"We'll have no individual recognition or glory or attention. We'll
draw all the attention to the Lord.
He is love."
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"Where the price and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."
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Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
753-4175
Glendale at Whttnell
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
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WE'VE GIVEN AWAY
OVER 100 OF THESE
INCE LAST OCTOBER!
•
11141. A
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"T don't dila we-NT realized the
full potential," Roberts said of the
club. "A person may need a ramp
built to get in and out of their
home or their roof may be falling
in."
Roberts said hunger is also a
problem among the elderly. During
each meeting, members of the club
bring a can of food.
Other than the food, there are no
set dues in the organization. All
money that is used by the club
comes from a love offering.
Roberts said the club is going to
offer whatever assistance a person
needs. If a person needs a ride to a
doctor for treatment, the club will
try to provide that ride. If a person
has a car but is not in a condition
to drive, a driver will be provided.
The only thing the club needed
was a place to meet. Roberts said
the group did not want to meet at a
church because then it would look
like one denomination was in
charge.
During a recent meeting, Benham City Council voted to allow
the Christian Men's Fellowship to
meet at city hall.
Roberts said the meetings will be
every other Monday.
Roberts encouraged fathers to
bring their sons to the meeting. He

A& A AUTO
RENTAL
•Daily & Weekly Rentals
•Clean. Dependable Cars
"Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
East Main St.
753-4461

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/whene questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, It's my Job to help you
get over the hurdles of being a
newcomer.
By bringing you some usoul
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business In your new
neighborhood. And more. Call..

lifaimApt
1-tosiess Kathryn Outland 753-3379
Hasbro Nabors King 4924348

:

301 N. 12th St.
University Square .7
II•
753
-9932
Wellness & Weight Management
i—
.
HealthP/us offers a comprehensive evaluation of an .
.7
individual's health, to include dietary needs, exercise •
is
used
information
This
assessment.
lifestyle
and
fitness
•
to train the individual in the knowledge and skills
necessary to make healthy lifestyle choices for a greater .
•
quality of life and long-term weight management.
•

CASH•FIVE
YOUR BEST
CHANCE To WIN
$100,000 CASH!
- —11-yotere_looking for a way to
win big money in one cash
payout, your best chance to
win is with CASH•F1VE
from the Kentucky Lottery.
Over one hundred people
have won big since last October,
with over ten thousand more
winning $100 and $10 prizes.

IT'S EASY To PLAY.
,
33

KENTUCKY

CASH•FIVE
U0U VV
The Easiest $100,000 You'll Ever Win!

Just pick your 5 favorite numbers
from 35 and you're on your way!
You can choose Quick Pick and let
the computer select your numbers
at random, too.
Drawings are every Tuesday and
Friday evening at approximately
11 p.m. Eisiem/10 Oh.Central,
All it costs is $1 and tickets are
available at your Kentucky Lotto
retailer.

K

KENTUCKY
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MURRAY TODAY
CALENDAR
Monday, July 27
Murray-Calloway County Fair
Queen Contest, sponsored by Murray Woman's Club/7 p.m./Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University.
Ladies Barbershop Chorus/7
p.m./First Christian Church.

JO'S DATEBOOK;#

Monday, July 27
Teen College/6 p.m./Grace Baptist
Church.

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Bingo/Water Valley Volunteer Fire
Deparunent/6:30 p.m./Water Valley
Community Center.

Murray-Calloway County Transit Authority will be closed Wednesday, July 29, according to Sue Moths, director. Buses will not operate
because of the State Department of Transportation Safety Bus Inspections
at the District I Highway Office at Paducah. Regular scheduling will
resume on Thursday.

Christian and Missionary
Alliance Bible Study/7 p.m./Weaks
Community Center.

Adult Great Books Discussion
Group/7 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.

Murray Middle Council will meet

Memorial Baptist Church events
include Puppets/8 p.m.

New Singles Group/7
p.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ. Info/Celia, 753-6078, or
Joan, 759-1345.

Murray Middle School Site Based Decision Making Council will meet
Tuesday, July 28, at 7-p.m. in the school library. The agenda will include
council training, school schedule, budget and discipline committee reports,
hiring of new staff and a renovation update. All interested persons are
invited to attend, according to Pat Sieber, MMS principal.

First United Methodist Church
events include Senior Adult
Exercise/9 a.m., and Adult Exercise and Reach-Out Callers IV at 5
111,11.

Republicans will meet Tuesday

Boy Scout Troop 77 at 6:30
p.m./First Christian Church.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Lou Rushing
of
bride-efect
Michael West,
has selected her
decorative accessories from our
bridal registry.
Lori & a/fir-had will be
married August

AA and Al-Anon closed discussion meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Building, South Sixth and
Maple Streets. Info/753-8136 or
435-4314.
Dexter Church of Christ Vacation
Bible SchooV7 p.m.
(Cont'd on page 7)

29.

Happines2P1ace,

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
GRAMMY
Love
Allyn &
Evan—

753-4567

When it comes to skin care it's never
too early - or too late. to get started.
Call for your free lesson today. 763-6926

MERLE

noRmAn- STUDIO

We know how beautiful you can be

Bel-Air Center

THIS WEEK!
SNOOPY!!!
Ms Musical by Charles Schulz

off Arcadia
faty-Cot
101 Reaterrations

%hay 31-Aug. 1 at 8 p.m.
Aug. 2 at 2 p.m. .
Aug. 6-8 at 8 p.m.
Aug. 9 at 2 p.m.

759-1752
PRICE REDUCED!
3 BR home with deep lot.
Above ground pool. Only
$42,900. Call Earleene
today. MLS 4281.

KOPPERI1) REALTY
711 main St.
753-1222

2,awa-t
Sinking Spring
Baptist Church
July 27-31
7 p.m.
Special Music
Nightly
Rev. Bill Miller
Evangelist

Calloway County Republicans will meet Tuesday, July 28, at 7 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library. Jon Pancake, first district chairman, will
speak and answer questions. Plans will be finalized for an upcoming picnic
on Aug. 29. Homer Bullard, Calloway County Republican Chairman, urges
all interested persons to attend.

J. Russell Miller,
Pastor

EVERYONE WELCOME

Mr. and Mrs. Jason Dane Phillips

Vanover-Phillips vows
said in church ceremony
Stephanie Dawn Vanover and Jason Dane Phillips were married in a
double ring ceremony at Poplar Spring Baptist Church.
The bride is the daughter of Richard and June Vanover of Murray. She
is the granddaughter of Mrs. Mary Ballance and the late Dorris G. Ballance of Wolf Lake, Ill., and the late Ben and Nellie Vanover of Grand
Tower, Ill.
The groom is the son of Danny and Evelyn Phillips of Murray. He is
the grandson of James and Lorene Geurin of Murray, Eva Mae Brown of
Santa Fe Springs, Calif., and Elmus Phillips, Columbia.
Officiating were the Rev. Dennis Norvell and the Rev. Ronnie McPherson. Music was by Mrs. Tonya Wells, organist, cousin of the groom, and
Mrs. Barbara McPherson, soloist.
The altar was centered with a 15-branch candelabrum with a 15-branch
spiral on each side to form a large open heart. Heart-shaped candelabra
were on each side. These were all decorated with Imem,wh and
white roses and a large- white bow. The three-branch unity candle and
Boston ferns were at the altar. Hurricane candles with greenery and ribbons were in the church windows. Peach fans with peach and aqua flowers and white bows marked the family pews.
The bride was escorted to the altar by her father and given in marriage
by her parents.
She wore a white satin wedding gown fashioned with a v-neckline front
and back and a dropped waist coming to a point in the front. The fitted
bodice was appliqued with lace and heavily embellished with pearls and
iridescents. The center front applique had a spray of hanging tear drop
pearls. The softly gathered sleeves had lace appliques and tear drop
pearls. The full skirt and cathedral length train were adorned with lace
appliques, pearls and iridescents with the bottom edged in lace. The back
was accented with a butterfly bow atop two ruffles that fell to a long
point.
Her three-tiered veil of silk illusion adorned with pearls was attached to
a headband of pearls and braided satin. She wore a pearl necklace and
pearl tear drop earrings. She carried a bouquet of white roses, stephanotis
and baby's breath accented with pearl sprays.
Something new was her dress. Something old, borrowed and blue was
her garter that was worn by the groom's mother in her wedding.
April Ballance of Wolf Lake, Ill., cousin of the bride, was maid of honor. Other attendants were Tina Barrow, Latricia Knight and Mitzi
Houston.
They wore aqua slipper satin dresses, made by the mother of the bride.
Their jewelry were a pearl necklace and earrings, gifts of the bride. They
carried bouquets of silk peach roses, tiny carnations, stephanotis and
baby's breath with cascading peach and white ribbons.
The flower girl was Kimberly McClure who wore an aqua slipper satin
dress. She dropped white rose petals from a wicker basket that was used
by the flower girl in the bride's parents' wedding.
Kevin Wheatley was best man. Other attendants were Darren McCuiston, Kevin Kelly and Brad Houston.
Ushers were Ryan Vanover, brother of the bride, James Phillips and
Justin Phillips, brothers of the groom, and John Geurin, cousin of the
groom.
All of the men in the wedding party wore black tuxedoes with white
pleated shirts, black bow ties and black cummerbunds. Their boutonnieres
were white roses with baby's breath.
Mitchell McClure, ring bearer, carried the heart shaped ring pillow that
was also used in the bride's parents' wedding.
The bride's mother wore a peach knit dress and the groom's mother
wore an aqua satin dress. Their corsages were three silk roses accented
with pearl sprays and white ribbon.
Deanne McCuiston, cousin of the groom, presided at the guest register.
The sanctuary decorations and silk flowers were by Mrs. Ann Brooks.
Mrs. Alice Rouse directed the wedding.
A reception followed in the Fellowship Hall of the church.
The bridal cake of three tiers featured a fountain at the base with two
heart shaped cakes attached by a staircase. Flowers were around the cake.
The top layer was topped with a crystal heart accented with peach and
white flowers, white tulle and pearl springs. A ceramic bride and groom
sat in front of the fountain. The cake was made and served by Vicki Geurin, cousin of the groom.
The groom's cake was chocolate. Punch, coffee and various finger
foods were served_
Angie McMahan, Mindy Livesay, Tons Ballance, Linda Ballance and
Audrey Burchyett, all aunts of the bride, Nancy McClure and Janice
McCuiston, aunts of the groom, and Janice Nix served.
After a wedding trip to Gatlinburg, Tenn., the couple is residing on RI
6, Murray.
Thoobride is employed by Continue Care Home Health at Benton, and
the groom is employed by Barry Rose Insulation of Murray.
The parents of the groom hosted the rehearsal supper in the fellowship
hall of the church. The bridal couple presented gifts to their attendants.
Bridal events given in honor of the couple include the following:
A shower, hosted by Wanda Morgan and Fran Garrison, at Poplar
Spring Baptist Church;
A tea, hosted by Nancy McClure, Janice McCuiston and Daytha Outland, in Hospitality Room of University Branch of Bank of Murray:
A tea by Alice Rouse at her home;
A shower, hosted by Belinda Taylor, Janice Chapman, Tammy Chapman, Angie Miller and Patsy Woodall, at Flint Baptist Church;
A Geurin family shower, ho;ted by Vicki Geurin, Jo Burkeen and Bobbie Lane, at the home of Jimmy and Vicki Geurin.
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Toastmasters will meet tonight
Purchase Leadership Toastmasters will meet tonight (Monday) from 7:30
to 8:30 p.m. in the Hospitality Room of University Branch of Bank of Murray,
Highway 641 North. Speakers will be Kathy Harman, Ethel Jackson, Jeanne
Fleming and Pamela Dawes. The meeting will be led by the meeting toastmaster, Charlie Blair. Topic Master will be Janice Turner, Poetmaster, Fil
Boston, and grammarian, Mary Jo Little. Toastmasters is a non-profit, educational organization which helps men and women develop skills in communication and leadership. Visitors are welcome to attend. For more information, contact President Pamela Dawes, 753-7638, or Sgt. at Arms Jeanne
Fleming, 753-0224.

Youth Conference at Scotts Grove
A Youth Conference will be tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. to discuss reaching West Kentucky Youth through a musical ministry. The program is called
Project J.A.M. (Jesus And Music). All interested pastors and/or youth directors are invited to attend. The conference will be at Scotts Grove Baptist
Church, Highway 641 North, Murray. For more information call Jamie Futrell
at 753-2191.

Ladies' Chorus meeting tonight
Ladies Barbershop Chorus will have its second meeting tonight (Monday)
at 7 p.m. at First Christian Church, Murray. John Wood will be the director.
Any lady interested in singing barbershop music is invited to attend.

CCHS Class of 1962 plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1962 will have its 30-year reunion
on Saturday, Sept. 5, at Executive Inn, Paducah. A social hour will start at 6
p.m. with dinner to be served at 7:30 p.m. The cost will be $16 per person.
Reservations must be made by Wednesday, July 29, and mailed to P.O.
Box 527, Murray, Ky. 42071. For more information call 492-8616.

Hospital retirees will meet tonight
Retirees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet tonight (Monday)
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. This is for all retirees and for any persons who
have ever worked at the hospital. This event has been changed to the last
Monday night of the month. For more information call Nancy McClure or Lottie Brandon.

New Singles Group event tonight
The New Singles Group will meet tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. for a group
discussion at Glendale Road Church of Christ. This is open to all singles
whether always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Celia at 753-6078 or Joan, 759-1345.

AARP Chapter to meet Tuesday
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of American Association of Retired Persons will meet Tuesday, July 28, at 12 noon at Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday Inn. Representatives of Galloway County Senior Information Program
will discuss The Myths of Medicare.' Robert Hendon, president, urges all
members and interested persons to attend.

Singles plan meeting Tuesday
The Singles Organizational Society will meet Tuesday, July 28, at 7 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce building. This is a support and social group for singles of all ages, whether always single, separated, divorced, or widowed. The purpose is to provide support and positive
social interaction. All singes are invited and encouraged to attend. For more
information call Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne, 753-0224.

Overeaters Anonymous will meet
Murray Overeaters Anonymous meetings will be Wednesday, July 29, at
Ellis Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr. The beginners will meet at 5:15 p.m.
with the regular meeting at 5:30 p.m. This is open to all interested persons.
Overeaters Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women from all walks of
life who meet in order to help solve a common problem — compulsive overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating compulsively. OA is patterned after the Alcoholics Anonymous program. There
are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins, and no diets.

Expectant Parents Class planned
A breastfeeding Class for Expectant Parents will be Thursday, July 30,
from 1 to 3 p.m. at Calloway County Health Center, 701 Olive S't, Murray.
Sara Bogle, M.S., Nutritionist, will conduct the class. This is sponsored by
Purchase District Health Department with Bogle being Breasffeeding Promotion Coordinator. Dads and grandparents ars welcome to attend. Preregistration is required. To pre-register, sign up at the WIC Office or call
753-3381.

Adult Center closed
The Adult Learning Center at Murray State University will be closed for
summer vacation through Friday, July 31, according to Chuck Guthrie, director. The center will resume its regular schedule on Monday, Aug. 3. The
hours are from 7:30 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Ferguson meeting on Saturday
A meeting will be Saturday, Aug. 1, at 10 a.m. at Ferguson Cemetery,
located off Highway 444 on Blood River. This will be to establish a maintenance fund for the upkeep of the cemetery. Recently Lenard E. Brown, Rod
Sanders, Rudy Duncan, Spoight Williams, Marty Winkowski, Daythel Turley,
Ken Herrmann and M.L. Whiteside of Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign
Wars helped to clear and clean the cemetery. All persons having family
members buried at this cemetery are urged to attend. For more information
call Eugene Garland, 436-2521, or Calvin Hall, 436-2331
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The lineup is as follows:
Teo 11 — Murrelle Walker Group;
Tee 12 — Martha Enix, Kay Gupton
and Mary Gardner;
Tee 13 — Bobbie Burks, Mary C.
Lamb, Sue Vezey and Linda Roach;
Tee 15 — Bronda Parker, Agnes

1WILSON REAL
ESTATE
Call
12th
St.
302 So.
David Morris
753-3263
750-4960
I

Payne, Crystal Parks and Nancy
Rogers;
Iii 16 — Ada Roberts, Doris Rose
and Joanne Honefanger;
Toe 18 — Burlene Brewer, Irene
Woods and Shirley Wade.

Winners of golf play on Wednesday, July 22, have been released by
Joanne Honefanger, hostess, as
follows:
Championship flight - Vickie
Singleton, first, Sue Lamb, second;
First flight - Sue Stone, medalist
of the day, Sue Wells, second;
Second flight - Bronda Parker,
first, Agnes Payne, second;
Third flight - Crystal Parks, first,
Linda Roach, second.

'We Want Your Listing"

MURRAY TODAY

CALENDAR
(Cont'd from page 6)
Monday, July 27
Coldwater Baptist Church Vacation Bible School/6:30 p.m.
Tuesday, July 28
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fair events include All Cattle
Shows/9 a.m.; Go Carts/7 p.m.;
Carnival/6 p.m.
Bingo/'7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.

Summer Youth meeting/7:30
p.m./Broadway Church of Christ,
Paducah.

Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
Info/753-0082.

Eva Wall Circle of Memorial Baptist Church/2 p.m./church.

Recovery, Inc./7 p.m./Red Cross
Office, Mayfield. Info/1-247-5469.

First United Methodist Church
events include Adult Exercise/5

Coldwater Baptist Church Vacation Bible School/6:30 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.
Dexter
Center/senior
activities/9:30 a.m.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital/
Ponderosa at Draffenville/9-11:30
a.m. and 12:30-3 p.m.
Alzheimer's Support Group
meeting/4:30 p.m./board room/
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
1n1o/762-1100 or 753-5561.

Penny L. Smith and
Darrin W. McCuiston to marry

Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m. and Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.

Coffee Break/9:30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.

Grace Baptist Church Teen
College/6 p.m.

Gospel Meeting
Blood River
Church of Christ

Tuesday, July 28

Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m/American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple
Streets, Murray.

Murray Lions Club/6:30
p.m./Murray Woman's Club House.
National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Land Between the Lakes events
include Oxen Training/2-3 p.m.
and lion Industry/10:30 a.m. and
1:30 p.m./Homeplace; Earth, The
Planet/11 a.m., 1, 2 and 3
p.m./Visitor Center; Deer Up
Close/10 a.m., Snakes on-&Turtles/1 p.m., Eagles Up Close/2'
p.m., Red Wolves and Coyotes/3
p.m. and Hawks and Owls/4
p.m./Nature Center.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m/for senior citizens' activities.

Scott named for award

Miss Penny L. Smith and Damn W. McCuiston announce their
approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Larry Smith, Rt. 1,
Hazel.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Prince Fox of New Providence and of Mr. and Mrs. L.C. Winchester of Coldwater.
The groom-elect is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Danny A. McCuiston, HC
165-E, New Concord.
He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Garnett Cunningham of Rt. 1, Dexter, and of Mrs. Nava Lou McCuiston and the late Allen F. McCuiston of
New Concord.
Miss Smith will be a senior at Calloway County High School and is
employed at Kentucky Fried Chicken.
Mr. McCuiston, a 1992 graduate of Calloway County High School, is
employed at Kenlake State Resort Park.
The wedding will be Saturday, Aug. 1, at 4 p.m. at New Providence
Baptist Church.

Chelcie Kai Winchester
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Winchester
of RL 8, Murray, are the parents of
a daughter, Chelcie Kai Winchester, born on Monday, July 20, at
5:52 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. The baby
weighed six pounds 11 ounces and
measured 20 inches. The mother is
the former Tami Lusk. Grandparents are Homer and Phyllis Lusk
of Rt. 5, Box 264, Murray, and Joe
Pat and Hilda Winchester, Trinidad, West Indies. Greatgrandparents are Bernice Smith, P.

Bch Gardens, Fla., Mrs. Maude
Winchester, Murrayh, and Mrs.
Edna Ball, Stevenson, Ala.

Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf on Wednesday, July
29.
Those not listed in the lineup but
desiring to play may come and be
paired at the tee or call one of the
hostesses.

Amy Waldrop, daughter of Nelson and Marlene Waldrop of Murray, was awarded a $150 Mary
Alice Trotter Scholarship, sponsored by Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International.
She plans to major in business
and pursue her business career in
the medical field.
While in high school, Waldrop
was Student Court Representative,
member of Beta Club and Student
Council, WSJP-Century 21 Student
of the Week, CCHS Student of the
Week, selected to Youth Salute
Program and voted for Who's Who
Among American High School
Students.

Evary Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

247-8537

TREASURE HOUSE
OF GIFTS
Southside Shopping Center • 753-6798

Speaimr
John Dale

Song Leader
Noel McCuistion

Sunday, July

26 'Pot Luck Meal"

EVERYONE INV

D!

... ...................................................................................

"Success feels Great!"
Connie Garrett of Paris lost 40 pounds.

Nancy Haverstock and Patty Claypool;
Ti. 12 - Frances Richey, Edith Garrison, Ann Brown and Gen Anderson;
Tee 10 - Rowena Cullom, Billie Wilson, Anna Mary Adams and Bonnie
Kesslar;
Teo 9 - Aileen Castrale, LaVeme
Ryan, Marion Poole and Rebecca
West.

Winners of play on Wednesday,
July 22, have been released by Billie Cohoon and Sherry Gibbs, hostesses, as follows:
Championship flight - Mary
Bogard, low gross, Tonja Fike, low
net;
First flight - Diane Villanova,
low gross, Della Miller, low net;
Second flight - Dana Stonecipher
and Anna Mary Adams, tied for
low gross, Betty Hinton, low net;
Third flight - Patty Claypool and
Billie Wilson tied for low gross;
Fourth flight - Geri Anderson,
low gross;
Low putts - Terry Shertzer.

Guaranteed
Success
$39*
Lose all the
weight you
want.
Waight toss may vary
wording to Individuals.
• Individually Designed Menu Plans
• Fabulous Fresh Frozen Foods
• Flexible St Easy Program
• Prescribed Exercise Schedules
• Body Fat Analysis
• No Hidden Costs

For the Health ofit Call
301 N. 12th St. • University Square

753-9932

Waldrop receives scholarship

MIAMI INDIAN__
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield

THE

Sunday 10-10:45 and 7:30

Weeknights 7:30

Golf play on Wednesday

The lineup is as follows:

Winchester birth announced

July 26-31

Smith and McCuiston
wedding will be Aug. 1

Tee 1 - 8:45 a.m. - Margaret Shutlett, Betty Scott, Tonja Fike and Betty
Jo Purdom;
Toe 1 - 9 a.m. - Venela Sexton, Rainey Apperson, Toni Hopson and Faira
Alexander;
Tee 1 • 9:15 a.m. - Betty Lowry,
Mary Bogard, lnus Orr and Evelyn
Jones;
The following at 9 a.m.:
Tee 16 - Della Miller, Frances
Hulse, Hazel Hill and Terry Shertzer;
Tee 15- Diane Villanova, Betty Hinton, Wanda Brown and Cathryn
Garrott;
Ti. 14 - Billie Cohoon, Peggy
Shoemaker, Norma Frank and Dana
Stonecipher;
Tee 13 - Louise Lamb, Sue Brown,

Arlie Scott of Calloway County, center, has been named a state adult
winner of the prestigious Conrad Feltner Leadership Award. Scott
was honored at the state 4-H Senior Conference at University of Kentucky. Scott said "his most rewarding experience in 4-H has been to
help young people develop into better citizens and become more effective in society. Leadership roles of this kind have allowed me to be
more effective in helping young people." Scott has been active in local
4-H for many year serving as county president and vice president,
state vice president and area president, on almost every committee at
least once, and presently as treasurer of Calloway County 4-H Council. He is a member of First Baptist Church and also was the past
secretary of president of Murray Kiwanis Club. Pictured presenting
the award to Scott are Lena Dorn, left, and Dr. Walter Walla, right.
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Oaks' ladies plan events
Ladies' day events at the Oaks
Country Club will be Wednesday.
July 29.
Bridge will be played at 9 a.m.
with Maxa Read as hostess.
Golf play will start at 9 a.m.
with Burlene Brewer as hostess.
Any one not listed in the lineup but
desiring to play may come and be
paired at the tee.

MONDAY, JULY 27, 1992

DAILY SHIPPING
U.P.S. & U.S. POSTAL
SERVICE
M-S 9:00-5:00

Waldrop was Drum Major of the
Laker Band, selected Laker Honor
Bandsman, selected Superior Laker
Musician, presented Calloway Laker Band Director's Award, and voted Most Talented by her Senior
Class.
IP

Christi 9-tare
bride-erect
of
Chris Nctson,
selected- her
decorative accessories from our
bridal registry.
Christi de Chris
wilt be married
September 26.

20°0 OFF
CLAIROL PROFESSIONAL 14IGHLIGHTS
r•igt
Get natural I,
Clairole r-L Lkies

ste
Percentage off represents sawings
on regular prices Offer effectIve
through Sat.. August I
Inset us tor a cOMpismentany hair
color consultation

JCPenney
Styling Salon

HappinesaPlace,

•

NEXUS
3mt -rn
1492

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday 10-8;
Thursday & Friday 9-8;
Saturday 9-6; Sunday 1-5
No Appointment Necessary Call 759 9811

..4-4111
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SPORTS
Sports writer

Early tee time ends up
paying offfor Gibson

By JIM LITKE
Associated Press

Angola finds
out it's gotta
be the shoes
BARCELONA, Spain (AP)
— You just knew things
weren't going to turn out any
better for Angola than they
had for the rest of the world
when the guy Michael Jordan
burned for his first basket of
the Olympics was wearing
"Air Jordan" sneakers.
"Yeah?" Jordan asked.
"I did see one guy had
'em on," he added a moment
later, flashing that familiar
endorser's grin. "But I didn't
notice it was him at the
time."
Respect and reverence are
two different things, but the
distinction won't be worth a
damn by the time Team NBA
— oops! — Team USA
ascends the medal platform
two weeks from now to pick
up what amounts to one more
golden chain.
The notion that any team
can be beat is one of the
things that makes sport the
grand and universal distraction
that it is, the thing that puts
fannies in seats from Cleveland Stadium to the cockpit of
the Jamaican bobsled. But the
longer this Dream Team thing
stretches on, the less honest
this basketball tournament —
and by extension, the increasingly professional Olympics —
becomes.
The Angolans were the
basketball champions of Africa
twice in the last three years,
and as befits a team of that
relatively lofty stature, they
came • out on the floor Sunday
in a layup line long on both
hope and bravado. They even
took turns, at one crowdpleasing juncture, practicing
the tomahawk and spinning,
180-degree slams.
But neither hope nor bravado, it turns out, was really in
their hearts.
"Our aim was to lose by
less than 45 points," Angola
coach Victor Cunha confessed
after even that modest ambition had been crushed 116-48
by the Americans.
"U.S.A. began the game
very relaxed," he added, "but
when they started to put the
pressure on, my team suffered
a blow to its morale."
That pressure point came all
of about four minutes into the
game Sunday, right after Anibal de Jesus Moreira scored
on a short jumper to earn
Angola a tie at 7. Over the
next 131/2 minutes, Team USA
embarked on a 46-1 run that
would have been worse had
Charles Barkley not been
whistled for an intentional
foul. After bumping into Her!ander Coimbra under the
basket, Barkley slammed a
right elbow into Coimbra's
chest and dismissed the ensuing flap with a dismissive
sweep of his arm.
"He hit me, I hit him. You
don't understand," he said.
"It's a ghetto thing."
Maybe so. But there's something else a lot people don't
understand.
Couldn't we have waited a
few more years before sending
in the shock troops? Maybe
given the rest of the world a
little more time, a couple
thousand pairs of $150 sneakers and a few more playgrounds with rims at either
end before administering this
kind of beating?
Or at least administered it a
little less thoroughly — maybe
cut the mix down to half collegians — so there wouldn't
be this embarrassing
kiss-the-hand-that-slaps-you syndrome that seems to afflict
U.S. opponents at the end of
each and every game?
Like all the others, after
fouling out against the likes
of Patrick Ewing and David
Robinson with all of two
points, Angolan center Nelson
Timoteo Alves Sardinha was
smiling from ear to ear.
(Cont'd on page 9)
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Mayfield's Sonny Gibson never would have believed an early tee time
in Sunday's final round of the 1992 John C. Quertermous Invitational golf
tournament at the Murray Country Club would have paid off.
But it did, as Saturday's leaders, who teed off in the afternoon, battled
strong winds and fast greens, Gibson was the lone golfer to break par
Sunday as he finished with three-strokes under with a 69. That score,
coupled with Saturday's 73, was good enough to give Gibson his first
Quertermous championship.
"It was really tough. The wind really picked up in the afternoon and the
greens dried out," said Murray club pro and tournament organizer Tom
Schwettman.° "Sonny really deserved to win it."
Gibson was one stroke up on Murray's Brad Place, who led after Saturday's opening round with a six-under par 66. However, the winds and fast
greens sunk Place with a 77 on Sunday for a 143 total.
Princeton's John Hobby, who shot a 72 Saturday, was in position to
win the tourney, but double-bogeyed on the final hole to finish with an
even-par 144. He shared third place with Price Coakley (68-76).
Jason Lancaster, Roy Cothran and Mickey Brockwell all tied for fifth,
shooting a 145.
Winners in the other flights were Todd Beadles (first flight), Howard
Fuller (who beat out Ricky Smith in a countback for the second flight),
Tony Rayburn (who edged Richard Fleenor in a countback in the third
flight), Joe Rexroat (who won the fourth by virtue of a countback over
Eddie Rollins and Chris Vaughn) and Chad Glass (fifth flight).
Schwettman said close to 200 golfers participated in the two-day tourney; one of the largest fields in the tourney which dates back to 1960.
"Everything went perfect," said Schwettman, who added that Tuesday's
Junior club tournament will be cancelled in order to get the course back
in shape.

US volleyball team
has win taken away
By STEVE WILSTEIN
AP Sports Writer

MICHAEL HANES/Ledger & Mates photo

Johnny Quertermous opened Sunday's final round in the 1992 John C. Quertermous Invitational at the
Murray Country Club with this drive from the first hole tee. Quertermous, a two-time champion in the
tourney, finished with a 77 Sunday for a two-day total of 146; which was good enough for sixth place.

BARCELONA, Spain (AP) —
The Olympic scoreboard flashed a
U.S. volleyball victory Sunday.
Record books will forever show it
differently after a jury awarded the
match today to Japan.
On a day that began with a flop
in the pool — Jenny Thompson
failing to qualify for the 200-meter
freestyle final 15 hours after she
admitted she "choked big time" in

the 100 — the Americans absorbed
another serious setback.
The two-time defending Olympic
champion U.S. volleyball team saw
its apparent five-set, openingmatch win vanish, transformed by a
review panel into a four-set victory
by Japan.
The panel agreed with a Japanese protest that U.S. player Bob .
Samuelson should have been
ejected at match point in the fourth
set because he was given second
(Cont'd on page 9)

Cincy edges closer to Braves thanks to Morris' blast
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The Cincinnati Reds' struggle to move back
into first place in the NL West
turned on several other firsts.
Their 7-6, 10-inning victory Sunday over the SL Louis Cardinals
featured:
— Darnell Coles' first five-hit
game.
— The Reds' first three-home
run game since April 10.
— Reliever Rob Dibble's first
victory since last Aug. 18.
— And Bill Doran's first hit
ever off Lee Smith, who blew his
first save opportunity since June 9.
Doran's single in the ninth tied
the score and set the stage for Hal
Morris' home run to straightaway
center in the 10th.
"I don't think I've ever had a hit
off Lee before. He usually just
blows me away," Doran said.

Shortstop Barry Larkin said the
win was crucial in the battle for the
first that really counts, the division
race. The Reds trail NL Westleading Atlanta by one game.
"I can't describe how much this
kind of win means to us," Larkin
said. "To come back after giving
away a four-run lead will give us
as big lift. It's impossible to overrate this win."
Reds manager Lou Piniella said
he wasn't watching the. scoreboard
to keep track of the Braves' seesaw game with the Pittsburgh
Pirates. The Pirates won 5-4 to end
Atlanta's 13-game winning streak.
"I was a little busy trying to win
this game," Piniella said.
The Reds had enough to worry
about as they faced Smith in the
ninth, trailing 6-5.
With nobody out, Coles deliv-

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Sunday's Games
Philadelphia 7, San Francisco 2
San Diego 1, New York 0
Montreal 4, Los Angeles 3
Pittsburgh 5, Atlanta 4
Cincinnati 7, St. Louis 6, 10
Chicago 8, Houston 5

ered his fifth hit of the day and
ninth in two games, to give the
Reds a chance.
Coles was at second with two
outs when Doran batted for the second time since entering the game
as a pinch-hitter in the seventh.
That time he hit a run-scoring
single to bring the Reds within one
run.
This time, Doran singled to left
to score Coles and set up Morris'
home run off loser Cris Carpenter
(3-4).

If Piniella wasn't watching the
scoreboard, Morris was.
"You can't help but look at the
scoreboard," Morris said. "They
have so many scoreboards in this
park, it's impossible to ignore
them."
The Reds said they felt lucky to
be only one game behind after their
recent cold streak.
"The Braves have won 13 of
their last 14 and we're only one
game out. That's fine with me,"
Morris said.
Dibble (1-4) struck out five of
the six batters he retired, but was
solemn in the boisterous clubhouse.
"I don't care about getting a win
for me," Dibble said in a deadpan
voice. "I have no personal goals, I
only want the team to win."
The Reds jumped on Donovan
Osborne for four runs in the third

on Ladcin's solo home run, a two-run homer by Glenn Braggs, and
Paul O'Neill's RBI double. It was
Larkin's sixth home run and
Braggs' fourth.
But Tim Belcher, who hadn't
allowed a hit in the first three
innings, was reached for five runs
by the Cardinals in the fourth. The
rally featured a two-run single by
Milt Thompson, RBI singles by
Luis Alicea and Rich Gedman, and
an RBI double by Bernard Gilkey.
Andres Galarraga's fourth home
run made it 6-4 in the fifth. He is
11 for 21 in his last six games with
two homers and six RBIs.
But the Cardinals' bullpen
couldn't hold the lead. It was the
sixth blown save for Smith, who
blew six all last season.

Ryan wins fifth straight; beats O's 6-2 No surprise here as U.S.
By The Associated Press
Old Nolan Ryan still has a few
curves left to throw at batters.
Ryan, who didn't even win his
first game this season until June
28, won his fifth consecutive decision for career victory No. 319 as
the Texas Rangers beat the Baltimore Orioles 6-2 Sunday.
Ryan moved into sole possession
of 12th place on the career win list,
breaking a tie with Phil Nielcro.
"Today I had a good curveball
early. I established it, started hit-

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Sunday's Games
Texas 6, Baltimore 2
Cleveland 2, Kansas City 1, (13)
Milwaukee 15, Chicago 4
California 4, Detroit 3
Oakland 9, Toronto 1
Seattle 81, New York 5
Minnesota 8, Boston 2

ters off with it, and I think that
made a difference," Ryan said.
"That makes my fastball better."
Ryan (5-3), unbeaten in six starts
since June 17, allowed two runs
and four hits in seven innings,

struck out five and walked two. He
reached 100 strikeouts for a major
league-record 23rd consecutive
year.
"That was just a great job by
Nolan," Texas manager Toby Harrah said. "He's such a great pitcher
— so tough. He was tired at the
end, but that's all you can expect
from your starting pitcher."
The 45-year-old Ryan is 5-0 with
a 1.65 ERA over his last six starts
and has won five in a row for the
first time since he won six straight
from June 22-July 31, 1990.

Cubans put on show with shutout win,
while American baseball stars stumble
By JOE KAY
AP Sports Writer

BARCELONA, Spain (AP) —
Sorry, Team USA. When it comes
to baseball, you're no Cuba.
The Cubans are off and running
— and hitting and boasting — in
the first Olympic baseball tournament. They impressed everyone,
including themselves, in an 8-0
victory Sunday over the Dominican
Republic.
By contrast, the United States
blew chance after chance to put

away Spain. Jeff Alkire and Daron
Kirkreit prevented an opening day
disaster by combining on a threehitter for a 4-1 victory.
The closest of the four opening
games was much too close of a call
for coach Ron Fraser.
"You're always worried in the
first game of a tournament," Fraser
said. "That's the game that scares
me the most."
There was a fright an inning as
Spain refused to let the more
talented U.S. team run away. They
even brought the tying run to the

plate in the eighth before Kirkreit
induced a double-play grounder.
"It meant a lot to be in the game
the last two or three innings. We
had a chance to beat the United
States," coach Jake Molina said.
The United States' offense is
going to have to get a lot better if
it wants to be in the medal rounds
next week.
Michael Tucker, the Kansas City
Royals' top draft pick, hit a tworun homer Sunday and Jeffrey
Hammonds, Baltimore's top pick,
had an RBI single.

team routs Angola by 68
By BILL BARNARD
Miler

BARCELONA. Spain (AP) — Maybe not a game, but a challenge
for the U.S. men's basketball team.
Team USA vs. cm* will be the Dream Team's first chance to
dominge team
designs on an Olytnpic medal.
And it is certain to be a tougher opponent than Angola, which had
the hapless task of being thelkst draw for the U.S. team, playing for
the fink.thnt in the Olylaplet with NBA players.
The Angdians, who at thhilreeerned in something of a dream-like
state themselves, went down 116-48 on Sunday.
"We were just getting ready for Croatia because it's going to be a
tough one," said Charles Barkley, whose intentional foul in the rust
half put a blot on the victory and drew criticism from Michael Jordan.
"This was just a good workout for us."
Croatia, a 93-76 winner over Brazil later Sunday, has Drazen Petrovic of the New Jersey Nets and Stojko Vrankovic of the Boston Celtics on the roster. In Addition, Toni Kukoc and Dino Radja are NBA
draft picks who have been offered millions of dollars to move to
America.
"They have two NBA players and a few others who think they
could play in the NBA,so they have to be pretty tough," said Barkley,
who scored 24 points in his Olympic debut.
Jordan, a six-time scoring Champion, and Scottie Pippen, both from
the two-time NBA champion Obleago Bulls, have a special reason to
keep up their intensity *gait the Croats.
Kukoc, after being drafted by the Bulls, was courted by general
manager Jerry Krause with multimillion-dollar offers.
"It's not something Scottie or 1 created; it came from Jerry
Krause," said Jordan, who previously alerted the media to expect serious defensive premium on Kulroc. "I'm in favor of Scottie Pippen
because I've been with him and I've played with him. Ie., not that I'm
aping Toni Kukoc."
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Sheehan, Inkster tied at
Oakmont's Women's Open

Actions & Reactions
GOLF

SUTTON, Mass. (AP) — Brad Faxon made birdies early and held off a
charging Phil Mickelson to win the $1 million New England Classic on
Sunday. Faxon shot 68 and finished at 16-under par 268 to earn $180,000
for his third career victory. Two shots back was Mickelson, who finished
with a final-round 66, and earned $109,000 in his second event since turning pro.
NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) — Jim Dent shot a 4-under-par 68 Sunday to win
the $400,000 Newport Cup golf tournament at the Newport Country Club.
NOORDWIJK, Netherlands (AP) — Bernhard Langer beat Gordon
Brand Jr. in a one-hole playoff Sunday after a two-stroke penalty against
apparent winner Mike McLean in the Dutch Open golf championship.

AUTO RACING

TALLADEGA, Ala. (AP) — Ernie Irvan came back from a lap down and
stormed to victory Sunday in the DieHard 500. Irvan set a race record of
176.308 mph, fourth fastest in NASCAR history, ahead of Starling Marlin.
Irvan has won three of the last six Winston Cup events.
Davey Allison, iniured a week ago in a crash at Pocono International
Raceway, and hospitalized most of the week, started in his Ford Thunderbird, and gave way to Bobby HiIlin Jr. during a caution lap. HiIlin finished
third and helped Allison regain his series point lead by one over fifth-place
finisher Bill Elliott.
TALLADEGA, Ala. (AP) — Ernie rvan passed Dale Earnhardt three
turns from the end and held on Saturday to win the Fram Filters 500K, the
first Busch Grand National stock car race at Talladega Superspeedway
and the fastest in series history.
Michael Waltrip finished second a half-car length behind. Todd Bodine
was third, followed by Earnhardt and Hut Stricklin.
HOCKENHEIM, Germany (AP) — Nigel Mansell led all but five of 45
laps Sunday to win the German Grand Prix, his eighth Formula One win in
10 races this year. Mansell won at 145.897 mph in 1 hour, 18 minutes and
22 seconds, 4V2 seconds ahead of defending series champion Ayrton
Senna of Brazil.

TENNIS

TORONTO (AP) — Andre Agassi came back from a short night's sleep
to defeat six-time champion Ivan Lendl, 3-6, 6-2, 6-0, to win the Player's
Ltd. International tennis tournament on Saturday. Agassi and doubles
partner John McEnroe were at center court midnight Friday winning a
three-set match over Rick Leach and Kelly Jones. Agassi and McEnroe
lost to Danie Visser and Pat Galbraith in the final 6-4, 6-4.
KITBUEHEL, Austria (AP) — Second-seeded Pete Sampras beat No. 7
Alberto Mancini of Argentina, 6-3, 7-5, 6-3 in the finals of the Philips Head
Cup tournament Sunday, his first career win on clay.

By BOB GREEN

REB ARD

See me for all your faintly truurance needs "

305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

WOMEN'S OPEN SCORES

AP Golf Writes
OAKMONT Pa (AP) — Scoiee and prize mons;
Sunday all., regulation piay at It,. $700 OM Untied
Stales WOMOP's Open playact on the 6 312-yard Dar
16-36-71 Oakmont Country Clitt course la-demotes
amateur)
Jul Inkster
72-68-71 -69--280
Party Sheehan
60-72-70-69-280
Donna Andrews 138430
69-71-72-70-2E14
len Melon $28.336
73-72-72-70-287
Dawn Coe. *22296
71-71-72-74-288
Gal Graham $17.472
72-71-71-75--289
Dohs laochne. $17 472
70-74-72-73-289
Mchelle McGann $17,472
72-73-70-74-289
Tammy)* Green, $13.373
73-75-70-73-291
73-70-78-70-291
Jane Geddes, $13.373
Pamela Wright. 813.373
70-6476-76-291
Mtzi Edge. $11,731
73-74-72-73-292
Amy Alcon. $10.887
76-74-73-70-293
Helen Airedeson $10 887
71-79-72-71-293

OAKMONT, Pa. (AP) — Pauy
Sheehan, mounting one of the great
comebacks in golf history, gave
herself a second chance at her
fourth chance.
"I can't believe I did it," an
emotionally drained Sheehan said
after a birdie-birdie finish Sunday
brought her from two shots down
with two holes to play and forced
an 18-hole playoff today against
Juli Inkster for the U.S. Women's
Open title.
"I didn't give up. I don't give
up," said Sheehan, who three times
before has had an opportunity to
win this title — the one she most
dearly covets — and let all three
slip away.
And, moments before the siren
sounded halting play in the face of
an approaching thunderstorm, it
appeared she had done it again.
On the 16th hole at Oakmont,
she three-putted for a bogey that
put her on the brink of extinction:
two behind with two to go against
her close friend Inkster.
"I've had my chances before

and let them get away," said the
35-year-old Sheehan, who blew a
9-shot lead in this event in 1990.
"I just decided it was about time
I showed some guts."
She did.
After a one hour, 45 minute
storm delay, she and Inkster
returned to the rain-sodden course
to play their second shots on the
17th hole.
Each reached the green.
After Inkster had lipped out a
12-footer that would have wrapped
it up, Sheehan rolled in the 10-foot
birdie putt she had to have to stay
alive.

Saturday's leader

State Farm insurance companies
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois
Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There

Jane Ro ers 753-962
West Division

MAJOR LEAGUES
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct. GB
W
592 —
Toronto
58 40
4
S51
4-4
$4
Baltimore
546
53 44
kerwaukee
480 11
51
47
New YOrli
470 12
53
47
Detroit
51
45
469 12
Boston
424 164
42 57
Crosland
Wait Divisible
I. Pct. GB
W
612 —
60 38
hennas:Ss
582 3
41
57
Oakland
525 11•4
48
53
Texas
485 12Y)
50
47
Chicago
439 17
43 55
Caltorha
43 55
439 17
Kansas Crty
61
39
390 22
Seat*
Saturday's GOMM
lAnnesola 3 Bowen 2
CaMonta 9 Distal 0
Texas to, Baltimore 8
Oakland 6, Toronto 0
Cleveiand 6, Kansas City 5
Mkvauke• 3, Chicago 0
Seattle 8. k4env Vora 2
Mondays Minnie
Texas (Brown 14-6) at Boston (Viola 8-6). 635
m
Milwaukee (Wham 10-6) at Cleveland (Nagy
11-5) 635 pm
Oakland (Welch 7-5) at Mnriesota (Smiley 10.4),
705 pm
Sean), (Hanson 8-12) at California (Fmkay 2-9),
9 35 p m
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L
W
45
53
47
51
48 50
47 50
51
46
56
42

Pittsburgh
Montreal
New York
St Louie
h%agpo
phi
C
ola

FOOTBALL

Pea
600
.566
.535
.474
449
418

6

Atlanta 1 Prnsburgh 0
San ().go 2. New York 0
San Franosco 6. Philadelphia 2 '0 innings
Montreal 4 Los Angeles 1
Cinonnat 9, Si Louis 1
HoutiOn 3 Chicago 2. 11 innings
Ilendey's Gime
New York (Salterhagen 3-2) at PIsiallstorma (Safimg 8-6). 635 pm
Houston (Weems 3-1 at Atlanta (Srmitt 12-6)
640 pm
Pittsburgh (Dab.* 6-7) at Chicago IMaddus 12-81.
7 05 p m
Montivai 1141 11 -4)
La,.(Obverse 6-5). 7 35
m
Los Angeles (Cant:tont 8-81 at Sat' Franasco
(Black 8-3). 835 pm
Cincinnati (Swindell 9-31 at San Diego [Banes 7-9).
905 pm
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Pct.
R
G AB
se 329 62 115 350
345
91 346 57 120
327
54 119
94 361
322
91 363
58 117
316
44 110
94 348
311
.11:0 315 46 96
308
11B 325 44 100
308
96 347 55 107
306
95 373 61 114
78 270 61 82
304
Horne Runs
McGnft, San Diego. 20, Shirttail San Dego 18.
Bonds, Pittsburgn, 18, LWaker, Montreal, 17 Daulton. Philadelphia, 16. Dawson, Chicago. 15 Kande,
Los Angeles, 13. H064111, PhiladebAs, 13 WW1-lams San Francisco, 13, Pendleton Atlanta 13
Runs Batted is
Oaulton. Philadelphia,66, Shelve! San Diego 6-4
AtcGrral Saa Diego. 61; Moray hew of3 61

Kruk Ph
VanStyke Pr
Snelhoki SD
Gwynn SO
Grace Cr,
Gnht SD
WCarb SF
Butler LA
DeSheidis Mon
Bonds Prt

Your MAILING Head6uarters Just
Became Your SHIPPIN Headquarters
Bring us whatever is that you need to ship and we'll dothe rest. We provide
the boxes,tape, bubble-wrap or whatever it takes. That's right, we do the
packaging for you! And if your item is
already packaged, that's 0.K, we
312 Mom Street
can ship that also. Automated Direct
Mail is an authorized pick up location MurrOy, Henturia,) 42071
for UPSand Federal Express.Come
753-8887
seethe mailing and shipping experts!

Automated

7534563

1111:v7c1

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"We Also Do Window Tinting."

KICHAILL BANES/Ledger a Times photo

Brad Place led the John Quertermous Invitational early as he shot a
six-under par 66 Saturday to lead after the opening round. However,
he finished second in the tourney, slumping Sunday with a 77.

US volleyball...
(Cont'd from page 8)
yellow card for yelling at officials.
The decision gave Japan the
fourth set, 15-13, and a threegames-to-one victory. When the
match ended Sunday, the scoreboard had the U.S. team winning
15-8, 11-15, 10-15, 17-16, 16-14.
The rules were broken "clearly
and indisputably," said Ruben
Acosta, president of the International Volleyball Federation.
"It is our duty to observe the
rules. It is our intention to have the
games decided on the court and to
give referees authority, but we
have to respect the rules," he said.
Bill Baird, president of the U.S.
Volleyball Federation, said, "We
abide by the ruling, although we
don't like it.
"For us, the game is history. For
us, it's a 3-2 match win for the
United States, and to our understanding the referee signed the
score sheets, and then the game
becomes history. You go to the
next game."
The United States is still likely
to reach the medal round despite
the loss.
At the pool, Thompson followed
up her surprising second-place finish in the women's 100-meter

souintay4

57
38
57 40
46
53
51
46
44
54
57
41
Ganes

305 N. 12th (Next To Century 21) 753-9627

Angolafinds...
ankle because of all the
opponents trying to squeeze
into the post-game snaps for
the gang back home.
But that didn't stop Cunha,
a Portugese national who
briefly interned under Louie
Carnesecca at St. John's, from
trying to still the sense of
awe he could see in his players at halftime. They already
trailed 64-16 and it wasn't as
close As it looked. "I just told them to play
hard," he said. "I told them,
'They are men like us. They
are not supermen.' "
His team, of course, knew
better. And it has the shoes
and pictures to prove it.

Pct,
GB
—
541
520 2
490 5
485 5.6
474
6/i
429 11

Atlanta
C.nannat
San Dego
San F
Hcuslo n
...oe A name

Jane Rogers Insurance

BEREA, Ohio (AP) — The Cleveland Browns signed Tommy Vardell,
their No. 1 draft pick, to a contract Sunday. The 6-foot-1, 238-pounder
Vardell rushed for 1,084 yards and scored 20 touchdowns in his senior
season at Stanford, earning the nickname "Touchdown Tommy." He was
the ninth pick overall in the draft and the first running back chosen.

(Cont'd from page 8)
"I am happy because I
played against the best players
in the world. I told my
mother, 'I took a picture with
Magic Johnson after the
game.'
"It was," he explained,
"the best game of my
career."
That makes you wonder
where he and the rest of the
foreign teams go from here.
Certainly not to the top of the
mountain, not for a long time
yet.
Truth be told, right now the
only dangers to Team USA
are being blinded by flashbulbs or someone turning an
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D&W Auto Glass Sho
512 S. 12th St., Murray

freestyle to China's Zhuang Yong jaunty look of a pirate who had
on Sunday with more problems plundered gold.
One of the most graceful athtoday.
Thompson wound up 12th in the letes, world champion gymnast
200 heats in 2:01.71. Although it Kim Zmeskal, shockingly fell from
was her weakest event, she was the balance beam in her first event,
expected to be one of the eight and is in danger of not qualifying
for the all-around finals.
finalists.
But, thanks to teammate Shan"I was just really physically and
emotionally tired still from the non Miller, the U.S. women still
100," she said. "I've taken a cou- have a chance of winning the team
ple of punches here now and I'm medal by upsetting the heavily
just going to come back twice as favored Unified Team.
Diebel would know because he's
strong, hopefully."
Thompson swam the second-best been through it all, and when asked
time in the world this year why he could conceivably be sad
(1:59.98) in the 200, at the U.S. after winning in I minute, 1.50 sectrials in March. She finished sec- onds, .10 off his aXn American
ond there to teammate Nicole Hai- record, he replied, "cis over. It's a
slett, who qualified today for the great rush to have done it and gotfinal behind Germany's Franziska ten the gold and everything. I wish
Van Almsick.
I could do it all over again."
The first U.S. gold of these SumHis triumph was tempered by a
mer Games was swiped by the deeper sadness, though. Less than
unlikeliest of swimmers in 16 hours earlier, teammate Ron
Olympic-record time in the Karnaugh learned his father had
100-meter breaststroke Sunday, a died of a heart attack while fondly
day of improbable triumphs and -- watching him march in the opening
sudden tragedy, odd slips and fier- ceremonies.
ce disputes.
Ron, 26, learned of the death at
An American flag wrapped rak- 3:30 a.m. when he was awakened
ishly over his shaved scalp, three by coach Terry Stoddard and taken
earrings piercing his lobes, the to a U.S. Olympic Committee
Olympic symbol tattooed boldly on office. His mother, Jean, and sister,
his hip, Nelson Diebel wore the Debbie, were waiting. His mother

broke the news.
"He has confirmed that he is
going to swim and swim well" Friday in the 200-meter individual
medley, Stoddard said.
Peter Karnaugh wanted more
than anything to see his son, the
world's top-ranked swimmer in the
event, race in the Olympics.
Friends and neighbors in Maplewood, N.J., who raised S27,000 for
the Karnaughs' trip to watch Ron,
were in agony.
China's big splash on the first
day — one gold and three silvers to
lead all countries in total medals —
continued its emergence as a sports
power while it bids to be host of
the 2000 Games.
Zhuang, whose time of 54.64
seconds beat the Olympic record of
54.69 set by Thompson in the
morning heat, snapped at a suggestion that China's remarkable
improvement has been, in part, the
result of drugs that have eluded
detection.
World champion diver Fu Mingxia, a 13-year-old with the mien of
a porcelain princess, glided so
smoothly into the water off the
10-meter platform in qualifying
Sunday that her ultimate victory in
the finals today seemed assured.

aft SPOKE 90

THIS WEEK'S
SPECIAL
Large Hamburger,s249
Fries &
Drink

111111115

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NIGHT BUFFET

Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish Fillets, Fried Chicken, Food
Bar - Salad Bar, Dessert Bar Includes Drink

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food

TJ's Bar B-Q

k

Burgers‘l

Murray

Chestnut St.

753-0045

Carroll Mazda-Nissan Used Cars
NISSAN

1991 Nissan Infiniti Q45

izip

Burgundy, beige leather, loaded - C.D.,
12,xxx miles, like new.

1991 Nissan Maxima GXE
Pearl white, taupe leather, 33,xxx miles, moonroof.

1991 Nissan Maxima SE
Blue, moonroof, rear spoiler, 29,xxx miles.

1991 Nissan Maxima SE
Burgundy, moonroof, rear spoiler, 10,xxx miles.

1991 Nissan Stanza GXE
Black, full power, moonroof, 39,xxx miles.

1991 Nissan Pathfinder 4x4
Cherry red pearl, 28,xxx miles.
SRM1501 Trimmer/Cutter
•2I.2 cc two cycle engine
-Weights just 12 lbs.
•Brush blade capable

1990 Nissan Maxima SE

SAVE GT1100A Grass Trimmer
•2I 2 cc two cycle engine
$20 •Lightweight - under 9 lbs

White, moonroof, rear spoiler, 32,xxx miles.

$19999

ON SALE

ON SALE

si 39,179,9
99

reg $21999
---

Home Office Omaha NE

Chestnut Street
II i-i-as

1988 RX7 Convertible
5 speed, black, 1-owner, new car trade in, a classic.

Tuie-7/

,,anOwa,t siciat •

His. 7:30-5:30

V-8, automatic, white, 40,xxx miles, loaded.

reg

Murray Home and Auto
WOODMEN of the WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

1990 Ford Mustang Convertible
5.0 Litre GT

•Tap to advance cutting head

on.- Fri. 7:30-5011 Sat.

Mont
753-2571
753-4110

NISSAN

1988 VW Cabriolet Convertible
Silver, automatic.

Carroll Mazda-Nissan
753-8850

800 Chestnut, Murray
ha
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(PROGRAM CARS)

FARM/AGRICULTURE

1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
Platinum silver with burgandy leather.

1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
White with blue leather.

1992 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
Garnet red metallic with burgandy cloth,
8,000 miles, all the options.

1992 Chevrolet Beretta
Slate metallic with grey cloth, 11,000 mi.,
V-6 auto., airbag.

1992 Chevrolet Beretta
Lt. blue metallic with grey cloth,
11,000 mi., V-6 auto.

1992 Chevrolet Cavalier Sedan
Lt. blue with blue cloth, 9,500 mi.

1992 Chevrolet Cavalier Sedan
Red with grey cloth, 12,000 mi.

1991 Chevrolet Corsica LT
White with blue cloth, 9,000 mi.

1992 Oldsmobile Cutlass Cierra S.
White with grey cloth.

1992 Oldsmobile Cutlass Cierra S.
Maroon with burgandy cloth.

(

USED CARS

)

1991 Pontiac Sunbird LE

Not all beds and borders
Wildflower meadow makes for a kaleidoscope of color
When most of us think of
gardens, what comes first to
mind are vegetable patches
and flower borders. I was
reminded by a visit to a
friend's garden that gardens
are not all beds and borders.
My friend planted a wildflower meadow, and it is as
beautiful as any carefullyplanned garden I've seen. At
this time of year, the meadow
is a golden yellow blanket of
coneflowers and coreopsis dotted here and there with red
calliopsis and white Queen
Anne's lace. While you stroll
down the path that wanders
through the meadow, you are
greeted by a subtly changing,
yet harmonious kaleidoscope of
color.
All this from letting nature
take it's course. Well, sort of,
anyway. You do have to lend
a helping hand to get the
meadow started, and it does
involve more than just letting
your lawn grow and hoping
that a few wildflowers will
pop up.
First, you have to pick a
site. This is ideally one that

Growing in
the Garden
by Cathleen
Lalicker
is fairly well-drained and gets
full sun. A spot that gets a
little shade in the afternoon is
okay, too. I would suggest
that you choose a place that
is bordered on one side by a
fence, the house, or perhaps
some woods. An island of
wildflowers in the middle of
the lawn sounds picturesque,
but it is likely that some of
your precious flowers would
succumb to the dreaded Briggs
and Stratton disease when the
rest of the lawn was being
mowed.
So, now you've chosen your
site and decided how big the
meadow is to be. (Start small!
Still good advice, even if it's
not much heeded around my
place.) The next step is to
rototill the ground to a depth

of six or eight inches. A
month later, after the weed
seeds have germinated, you
want to till again, this time
shallowly, to a depth of two
inches. The shallow tilling can
be repeated a couple of weeks
later, if you have the time.
After all this preparation,
you'll have nice friable soil
just waiting to receive the
wildflower seeds you've purchased. (All the major seed
companies -sell wildflowers
mixtures. Choose either a
southeastern or midwestern mix
to grow in our region.) Rake
the area smooth. The seed
should be broadcast as evenly
as possible. This is much
easier to do if you mix the
seed with some sand, about
half and half, before sowing.
Next, walk on the seed bed to
firm the seeds into the soil
and then apply a light straw
mulch.
When the wildflower seeds
sprout, so will those of wild
plants you don't want to
include in your meadow. Pull
any weeds you recognize. If
you don't know if the plant's

Calloway's Potts tours Europe as part of FFA group

Convertible, 14,000 mi., full power.

1991 Chevrolet Cavalier Coupe
Red with charcoal cloth, auto.,
air conditioning.

1990 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
White with red leather, 35,000 mi.

1990 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
Sapphire blue with blue cloth, 39,000 mi.

1990 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport
Dark blue metallic with blue cloth.

1990 Mercury Sable GS
36,000 mi., V-6 engine, full power.

1989 Ford Escort LX
Two door, 48,000 mi., air conditioning.

1988 Cadillac Brougham DeElegance
48,000 mi. cloth interior, 1-owner.

1988 Oldsmobile 98 Regency
Brougham
51,000 mi., leather interior.

1988 Dodge Diplomat Salon
White with blue cloth, 52,000 mi.

1987 Oldsmoile Cutlass Cierra
Four door, all the buttons, clean.

( USED TRUCK )
1991 Chevrolet C1500 Ext. Cab
23,000 mi., 350 engine, all the options.

1989 Chevrolet Suburban
Silverado Package Loaded, 38,000 mi.

1988 Chevrolet C2500
Two tone brown, three quarter ton.
63,000 mi., good clean truck.

1988 GMC 1500 4x4
Two tone blue and silver, 56,000 mi.,
alloy wheels.

1987 Chevrolet C10 4x4
Red with red vinyl, 1-owner,
new truck trade.

1986 Chevrolet C10 Silverado
Two tone black and silver, locally owned,
new truck trade-in.
"Whatever It Takes We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company"

--- PEPPERS 0

1 liEVROLET

Gem

600 Tyson Ave.-Hwy. 79S-Paris, TN
642-3900-1-800-325-3229

Legal Muiribo jumbo: AM prices after rebate Taxes, title, doc leo additional

•

a weed or wildflower, let it
get a little bigger until you
know for sure. It's a shame
to decide something's a weed
and pull all that you see, only
to find out that it's a beautiful wildflower later on.
Your flowers will bloom
throughout the spring and into
the fall. After the first frost
of autumn, mow the entire
meadow with the lawnmower
set to cut at a height of four
inches. Mowing shorter than
this could damage the perennial plants.
A wildflower meadow can
be started in spring or fall,
but I lean towards fall planting in this region. If you
plant your meadow in the
spirng you'll have to keep it
watered until the plants are
established. Fall planting eliminates spring rains and takes
advantage of the extra moisture in the soil. If you start
this fall, your meadow of
flowers will be up and growing when everyone else is
waiting for the ground to dry
up enough to plant.

David Potts, 1992 travel seminar participant, is pictured above with Bernie Staller, chief operating officer of the national.FFA organization. Participants met prior to their departure, June 13-15, at the National
FFA Center in Alexandria, Va.

EARN
6.50%
TAX-DEFERRED ANNUITY
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR. Early surrender
charges apply.
($5,000 minimum)

FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE
Same Rate Available On
I.R.A. ($50 minimum)
Rated: A+ (SUPERIOR)

Bob Cornelison

753-4703

Heads-up Hopkinsville couple
successful with cabbage crop
By CATHY D. CAVANAH
Kentucky Now Era

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. — Most
people would think tobacco and
cabbage have virtually nothing in
common. Freddie and Becki Wells
know differently.
For several years they've been
growing cabbage to sell to local
grocers and restaurants. In doing
so, they've utilized some of the
same techniques tobacco farmers
use.
"k's as labor-intensive as tobacco," Mrs. Wells said, glancing
over their 1.3-acre crop of 10,000
heads of cabbage.
The couple lives on a farm in the
northeast corner of Christian County. Wells works full-time in Madi-

-the

Murray Ledger & Times
To subscribe to the Murray Ledger & Times,
fill in the blank below and mail it with your
check to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Attn. Circulation Dept.

,
Al GUTTERS

Li All Home Delivery in

Murray and Calloway
and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.

Li All other subscribers $64.50 per year.
Name
Address
City
State
Zip
Phone (
)

sonville coal mines but also enjoys
keeping a hand in farming.
He raises Angus cattle and does
a little grain farming. In addition to
cabbage, he and his wife have
grown several other types of fresh
produce. This year, they have 4.5
acres of Silver Queen sweet corn
that will be ready for picking and
selling in about a week. They've
also planted crops of broccoli and
tomatoes in the past.
"Anyone that has grown tobacco
can grow produce," Wells said.
He said he and his wife buy
young cabbage plants that have
been field-grown in Georgia. The
plants resemble tobacco plants
somewhat, he said, but are smaller
in overall size and have smaller
leaves.
The couple normally plants their
crop with a tobacco setter. But one
year the ground was too wet to use
the setter and they were forced to
plant 10,000 tomato, cabbage and
broccoli plants by hand, using a
tobacco peg.
Having grown pimento peppers
under contract for a national foods
company 10 years ago, he knew
that the produce business had possibilities.

•

Continuous
Aluminum Gutters
(Commercial & Residential)

FREE ESTIMATES

Call
753-7020

ALEXANDRIA, Va.— For his
achievement as a national proficiency award winner, Calloway
County's David Potts was one of
29 FFA members from across the
United States who traveled to Europe for a 12-day travel seminar.
The award winners were
announced last November during
the 64th National FFA Convention,
and the tour left Washington, D.C.
June 15. The group stopped in Germany, Poland and Czechoslovakia.
Potts was elgible for the tour
after he won the 1991 National
FFA profiency contest in nursery
operations, said a press release
issued by the WA.
During the seminar, the students
observed typical agricultural practices in eastern and western Europe. As a part of their European
cultural experience, the FFA
members:
*visited agricultural cooperatives
(collective farms) in Poland, Czechoslovakia and what used to be
East Germany;
*toured the Panorama Raclawicka, a historical painting exhibit in
Wroclaw, Poland;
*visited the agricultural University of Meissen, Germany and the
University of Agriculture in
Prague, Czechoslovakia;
*attended a briefing by the agricultural attache at the American
embassy in Berlin;
*explored the city of Berlin; and
*visited the memorial at Dachau
Concentration Camp near Munich.
The students stayed with several
host families for a more accurate
taste of European life; visiting near
Leipzig, formerly a part of East
Germany. They also stayed with
farm families and participated in
the families' daily activities near
Donauworth, Germany.
The travel seminar was only a
part of each proficiency award winner's package. The seminar, in
addition to the cash prize awarded
last November, was made possible
by business and industry contributions to the National FFA Foundation, Inc.
FFA is a national organization of
382,748 members in 7,744 local
chapters throughout the United
States, Puerto Rico, Guam and the
Virgin Islands preparing for leadership and careers in the science,
business and technology of
agriculture.
Local, state and national activities and award programs provide
opportunities for students to apply knowledge and skills acquired
through agricultural education.
WA members strive to develop
agricultural leadership.

HOME IMPROVEMENT
SPECIAUST
Vinyl and Aluminum Sicirg
Replacement Windows-Patio Doors
Carports-Patio Enclosures
*CertainTeed
'Wolyenne
'Alcoa
'Reynolds
'Mastic
5 Year Labor Warranty Insured
Brad Haugh, Owner
P0 Box 1064, Murray, KY 42071

(502)753-0280
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s Six killed, 47 injured in fiery bus crash
VERNON TOWNSHIP, N.J.(AP) — A bus taking youngsters to an
amusement park crashed and burned after losing its brakes on a steep
road where it didn't belong, police said. Six people were killed and 47
*red, authorities said.
The bus hit two cars, overturned and caught rue Sunday as the driver tried to stop it with the gearshift and clutch, police and witnesses
mkt.
Two children and four adults, all bus passengers, were killed, Police
Chief Ken Johnson said.
Eight people were in critical condition today, including the bus driver, Robert Campbell, 60, of New York City. Thirty-nine people suffered lesser injuries,
"We hit a car, and the bus started rolling," said 11-year-old Melissa
Luciano. "People flew out of the windows. Then we hit the other car,
and there was a fut. People's clothes and hair were burning. My sister
was burned all over.'
A neighborhood wow from Brooklyn had chartered the bus for an
outing to Aden Park, an amusement park in this town about 40 miles
from New York City.
It crashed es..two-lane road that has a 15 percent downgrade and a

4-ton weight link 'The bus weighed 22 tons, the police chief said.
A passenger, Dennis Robles, 31, said: "The driver was working the
shift, trying to stop with the shift and clutch. ... I could smell the
clutch or the brakes burning,"
The police chief said officials had not decided whether to charge the
driver or the bus company, Golden Sons of Bonoklyn.
Telephone calls Sunday night to Golden Sons were not immediately
returned.
The chief could not say how fast the bus was traveling or what the
posted speed limit is.
The driver of the first car and two people from the second car were
listed in fair condition.
••••

The Henderson Meanie

HENDERSON, Ky. — What do
the Starlight Drive-In, a lava lamp,
a bowl of goldfish and a U-Haul
decorated like a living room add up
to?
An incredibly romantic, highly
unusual marriage proposal for two
Indiana residents, if you ask brideto-be Kim Shannon.
Ms. Shannon, an Indianapolis
native, thought she and Wadesville,
Ind., beau Mark Nolt were heading
to Henderson's drive-in to pick up
his father's truck. Little did she
know she was in for a candlelight
dinner in a U-Haul and a proposal
that knocked her off her feet.
"I'm overwhelmed," she said,
brushing off tears. "When I
opened the door, my mouth fell to
the ground. I was so stunned."
"It was incredible," Nolt

agreed.
Although the proposal was
Nolt's idea, the drive-in scenario
was a result of the brainstorm of
his best friend, Kyle Schroeder of
Evansville.
Schroeder spent the afternoon
renting the U-Haul, driving it to the
drive-in and transforming it into a
comfortable sanctuary equipped
with a table and chairs, a couch,
carpet, pictures of the Mona Lisa
and Lassie, soft lighting, romantic
music and a single red rose.
Many of the items — and an
electrical outlet for the truck —
were donated by Henderson resident and drive-in neighbor Ray
Morgan and family.
"It's exquisitely tacky, I think,"
Schroeder said, fluffing some
throw pillows and straightening a
grapevine wreath. "Do you know
if the fork goes on the left or right
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Assistant attorney general fired over charges
of marrying a doctor he was investigating
PAINTSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The state attorney general's office
has fired an assistant attorney general who allegedly married a doctor
he was investigating.
Investigators allege Gregory N.
Holmes received at least $42,000
from Dr. Diane E. Shafer, that the
couple exchanged 540 telephone
calls beginning in August 1989,
and that they traveled to seven
cities together.
But Holmes said he was unjustly
fired and vowed legal action,
accusing Attorney General Chris
Gorman of taking the action for
political purposes.
"I have never been married to,
nor have I ever had a personal relationship with Dr. Diane Shafer,"
Holmes said.
"In August 1992, I expect to
obtain a court order annulling the
fraudulent marriage and establishing my innocence of any wrongdoing. Chris Gorman's office has
been fully informed of this court
proceeding, but has chosen to initiate personnel action before getting
all the facts."
Holmes, 38, married another

woman in May and last month sued
to annul the Shafer marriage. Holmes, who is blind, alleged thai.
Shafer forged his name to a marriage license application.
Holmes and Shafer were allegedly married in Tennessee while Holmes was a hearing officer for a
state medical board on complaints
that could have resulted in the loss
of her physician's license, Deputy
Attorney General Brent L. Calewell said.
The letter of dismissal issued
Friday said Holmes and Shafer also
met on numerous occasions in a
Lexington apartment rented by
Shafer between October 1990 and
July 1991.
The attorney general's office has
turned its findings over to the Jefferson County commonwealth's
attorney for possible criminal
prosecution.
"We will refer this information
to Jefferson County Commonwealth's Attorney Ernie Jasmin for
him to review and take whatever
action he feels is appropriate,"
Caldwell said. The Kentucky Bar
Association also wants the infor-

Dinner, movie and ... proposal in a U-haul?
By JENNIFER JENKINS
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side of the plate?"
In addition to his brief stint as
interior decorator, Schroeder
doubled as a waiter, serving a
spaghetti dinner as "Batman
Returns" and "Lethal Weapon 3"
played for the romantics.
"Mark and I have been best
friends since first grade," Schroeder said "This was always my idea
of how I would get engaged, but he
proposed first, so I let him use the
idea."
After dinner and during the
movie, Nolt incorporated a more
traditional approach as he got down
on one knee to take the plunge.
"Will you marry me?" Nolt
asked.
And the future Mrs. Nolt's
response?
"Yes!" Before she even glanced
at the diamond solitaire, she was in
his arms.

Nolt, 22, is a civil engineering
major at Purdue University where
Ms. Shannon, also 22, is a child
development and family studies
major. Both will graduate by next
summer, when the wedding is tentatively scheduled.
They met at a World Discipleship Association meeting two years
ago and have been together ever
since. In a poem Ms. Shannon
wrote to Nolt, she said:
"Thank you for believing in me,
for supporting me and for always
being ready to share thoughts
together. You are a perfect friend."
Both also think Schroeder is a
one-of-a-kind friend for his zany
proposal idea.
But Schroeder says he'll be just
as romantic and unusual as his time
to tie the knot approaches.
"I want to get married on water
skis," he said.

mation, he said.
Holmes, who said he interrupted
his vacation to speak from the St.
Louis airport, said Saturday night
that Gorman's action was politically motivated.
"Is it mere coincidence that
Chris Gorman has taken premature
action just 48 hours before the
effective date of key provisions of
The Americans With Disabilities
Act?" Holmes asked.
"This has been a tragedy for me,
but the real tragedy is that Kentucky is saddled with an attorney
general who is obsessed with
advancing his own political career
that he would cavalierly attempt to
destroy the reputation and career of
a person who has been a productive
and responsible employee of the
attorney general's office for more
than 12 years."
Ten days after the Tennessee
marriage, Holmes recommended to
the Kentucky Board of Medical
Licensure that it dismiss charges

r

filed in 1987 against Shafer. The
board accepted Holmes' recommendation Aug. 1, 1990.
The dismissal letter alleged that
Holmes and Shafer took trips
together to Columbus, Ohio; Las
Vegas; Knoxville and Pigeon
Forge, Tenn.; French Lick Spring,
Ind.; and New York City.
Shafer, 40, an orthopedic surgeon who has offices in Paintsville
and Prestonsburg, has been
unavailable for comment since
news of the investigation surfaced
last month.
Her attorney, G. Chad Perry III
of Paintsville, also declined comment.
David Carby, the medical
board's legal counsel, has said the
board has not decided whether it
will reinstitute the 1987 charges
that were dropped in 1990 on Holmes' recommendation. Shafer was
placed on probation for five years
last week because of unrelated
charges in 1990.

UglyDuckling

-DAILY
-WEEKLY
-MONTHLY

RENT-A-CAR
'ALL CARS MECHANICAL Y
SOUND & SAFETY CHECKED
'LOW RATES
•LOCATIONS

D,RECT INSURANCE BILLING
We Specialize in
Insurance Replacement
0:=1 I= CASH
_A

ACCEPTED

Bring In Ad For $5 Oft 01 3 Day Rental
SAVE A BUCK - RENT A DUCK
Pick Up &
753 6910
FOR OUT OF TOWN RESERVATIONS Delivery Available
Notify In Advance
112 So 121h St
CALL TOLL FREE 800-843-3825

Hi, I'm
Dr.Dennis L.
Heskett,D.C.
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor
requires a minimum of six years of highly specialized
college training?

Today's Doctor ofChiropractic mustcomplete 4,485 hours
of classroom instruction and pass a rigid chiropractic

Westvaco:
creative forest management
wins national award.

Wildlife management is
part of our life at
Westvaco. As a major
manufacturer of paper
and paper packaging we
manage our forest lands
as a renewable fiber
resource. Growing our
renewable resource is our
prime objective and we
plant millions of trees
every year.
But we also manage for multiple use, to
protect and develop wildlife, preserve the
natural habitat of endangered plants and
animals, and provide recreational opportunities from hunting and fishing to hiking and
nature studies.

'Award-winning projects
We are proud of the work we do in this area.
And this year we are especially gratified to be
the 1992 winner of the National Wetlands

Conservation Award from
the U.S. Department of
Interior, Fish and Wildlife
Service. The award was
given for the Westvaco
Wildlife Management Area
established near our paper
mill in Wickliffe, Kentucky,
improving several thousand acres of habitat for
waterfowl and other wildlife. It is the first such
public/private cooperative
project in the state, and one of the first in the
country. We are gratified to be recognized for it.

Investing in the future
Our work in this area is as important to us
—
as the continued development-MITInovative
new products and ever increasing precision
in our manufacturing. Advanced forest
management is an investment in the future,
for our company, and for the wildlife in our
forest lands.

Westvaco
Paper, packaging and chemicals

01992 *Oesivsco Corporatoon

board examination before earning a license. In most
states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annual license renewal.
PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in Nutrition and
Physicalmodulities and Adjunctive Care, and hold a
bachelor degree in Nutrition from Life Chiropractic
University in Georgia; and hold an Associate of Science
degree from W.C.C.C.in Michigan. Postgraduate studies
included Pediatric Adjusting and Sports Injury. While in
college, I received National Dean's List Award of Merit,
Achievement of Excellance Award, Who's Who Among
College Students Award,and in 1989 was named Senior
Intern at Life University and graduated with honors. To
further my continuing education, I have received special
training since college in Pediatric Adjusting from Dr.
Larry Webster,Thompson Adjusting Technique from Dr.
J. Clay Thompson, Chiropractic Philosophy from Dr. Sid
Williams, President of Life University.
Additionally,I devote three days every month attending a
nation-wide seminar in Atlanta and Chicago.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer
you. Ifyou have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps
you didn't know that chiropractors go to such great
lengths to continue their education and provide you with
the latest techniques and the most qualified service. So,
you see, what you don't know, can't help you. Call me
today and let me help you.
Did you know that the symptoms most commonly treated
by chiropractors are:
O Back Pain
0 Painful Joints
LI Headaches
O Neck Pain
O Stiffness
LI Numbness

0 Arthritis
0 Bursitis
CI Hip Pain

0 Shoulder Pain
0 Arm/Leg Pain
U Cold Hands/Feet

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test, a
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
DISCLAIMER: Our office policy protects you:'The patient and
any other person responsible for payment has a right to refuse
to pay, cancel payment or be reimbursed for payment for any
other services,examination or treatment which is performed as
a result of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the free service examination or treatment".

75941111
'Dr. Donde L. Dashiki
Chiropractor
Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 753-4304

•
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Classified

DEADLINES
are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Monday Edition
. Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

Deadlines

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
090
100
110

190
370
390
400
550

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Legal Notice
130
Notice • 140
Personals
150
Card of Thanks
155
In Memory
160
Lost 8z Found
165
170
EMPLOYMENT
180
Help Wanted
200
Situation Wanted
210
Business Opportunity
220
Instruction
260
380
FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
410
Livestock & Supplies
540
Poultry & Supplies
560
Produce
570
Feed & Seed
240

010

MERCHANDISE
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
T.V.& Radio
Pets & Supplies
MISCELLANEOUS
Public Sale
For Trade

Free Column
Wanted

Miscellaneous

753-1916

I

The Murray Board ofEducation will accept bid
proposals for

Automotive, Comprehensive
Automobile Fleet Coverage for the insurance
year beginning August 25, 1992.

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS
00114411,tectlit

4117:01,1,30

VOTIMMAN 1111101/1111116111 WINIXOISTO

ALLIANCE
TRACTOR • TRALER TAMING CENTERS

LAMAISM. T

Bids will be opened publicly on Thursday,
August 13, 1992, at 1200 noon at the Board
Office, 814 Poplar, Murray, Ky 42071.
Specifications may be received at the Board
Office Building at 814 Poplar, Murray, KY
42071.

1-800-334-1203

n20
Notice

II
!IR '\ I)

%Van! Elkins
753-1713

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 753-2255

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertagn Road,
south to Sq. Hale Road, right on Sq. Hale Road

mile

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
753 6466 P 0 Box 1033 Murray

Part-Time EMT Position available in
Calvert City, Ky. area. Good starting pay. Group medical insurance available. Apply at:
Murray Guard Inc.
58 Murray Guard Dr.
Jackson, TN 38305
Phone 1-901-668-3122

280
Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300
Business Rentals
310
320
330
340
360

Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

270
365
420

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans

430

Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

440
450
460

EOE M-F

Weekend RN
Supervisor Position
7 a.m. - 7 p.m. Saturday and Sunday
Work 12 hrs. Paid for 16 hrs.
Full-time benefits
Excellent Salary
Call 247-7890 or apply at

Mills Manor,
500 Beck Lane
Mayfield Ky.

Glidden Paint Sale
Spread House Paint
$11.75 gal.
$9.49 gal.
Spread Satin Wall Paint
$9.49 gal.
Exterior Oil or Latex Stain
1/2 Price
All Other Glidden Products
Stock 'terns Only While Quantities Last

Black's Decorating
Center

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services

290
530

Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

METHODIST

470
480
485

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts

490
495
500
.510

Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers

520

Boats & Motors

Part-time. lull-time and weekend openings now
available Must have a vaild TN license If interested. please contact

Joyce Hamilton
Methodist Hospital of McKenzie
945 N. Highland Drive
McKenzie, TN 38201
901-352-5344
E.O.E.

Full and part-time,
retail sales experience helpful but
not
required.
Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-V1
Murray, Ky.

121 South

Look For
Senior Citizens
Specials
436-2714

ASSISTANT Manager position available for mature,
responsible, individual
Salary based on retail sales
experience. Apply in person at Pioneer Convenience Mart in Lynn Grove,
Monday-Friday, 9arn-6pm.

DIRECTOR-Educational
Talent Search. Position to
begin September 1, 1992,
Full time. Qualifications:
-Master's degree in education or educational administration and/or counseling required. -Proven leadership and administrative
experience including personnel supervision.
-Proven experience in
working with high school
students, parents, administrators, and other school
personnel. -Proven public
relations and marketing
skills. -Experience in working with community agencies. -Experience in working with disadvantaged populations. -High school
and/or college teaching experience preferred. -Experience in techniques/
methods of educational
evaluation. -Ability to plan
and maintain the project
budget. -Proven written
and oral communication
skills. Responsibilities:
-Oversees administrative
procedures of project.
-Writes project reports required by sponsor agency.
-Administers budget expenditures. -Manages project personnel. -Conducts
staff development and
parent/participant education programs. -Teaches
project seminars and workshops. -Oversees on-going
project activities. -Collects,
organizes and interprets
project documentation.
-Actively involved in meeting goals set by MSU and
the division of Student Affairs. Salary to commensurate with experience.
Screening to begin as soon
as possible. To apply send
letter of application, resume, and names and addresses of three references
to. Mike Young, Student
Affairs, Murray State University, Murray, KY 42071
Murray State does not discriminate on the basis of
Race, Color, National Origin, Sex or Handicap in its
programs or activities. For
information contact the
Murray State University Affirmative Action Office,
502-762-3155.

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GEOk? Hope for the future?
,Yonay qualify if: *You do
not have your GED Of high
school diploma; You are
between the ages of 16 &
21. We are an E.O.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
Call J.T.P.A. Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a.m.-11:30a.m.

PSYCHIC FESTIVAL and
Metaphysical Symposium,
Paducah, KY; Executive
Inn, Saturday, August 1,
10am-8pm; Sunday, August 2, 10am-6prn. Readings, booths, E.S.P. testing, phychic demonstrations. FREE lectures every
15 minutes throughout both
days with paid admission of
$5.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and North tiest Tennessee, announces
the following yob openings

RA DIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST- Full-time afternoon position. Monday through Friday.
MAMMOGRAPHY TECHNOLOGIST: Pert-lime
day position Previous experience or registration
in mammography preferred.
Candidates must be registered with the A.R.R.T.
or be registry-eligible and possess or be awaiting
approval of a current Kentucky certification.
For details contact:
mriel Dept

(502)762-1106
Equal Opportunity
Employer

MURRAY
CAU.OVAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071

Loot
And Found
LOST in Southwest Villa
Subdvn., one white and
brown Footjoy golf shoe,
size 10A . Call 753-6771.
CeDO

fisfp
welds'
WANTED barmaids, waitresses, dancers, $500 plus
weekly. Doll House Cafe,
Paris, TN, 642-4297, 4-12.

UNIQUE SALES
OPPORTUNITY
Offenng fast start bonus programs, high
commissions Murray,
monthly performance

bonuses, insurance
available.

Call 1-800-999-4712
E0E

Murray-Calloway County Hospital. a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the followinglob openings
REGISTERED NURSES
Intensive Gas Unit Full-time 11-7
Progressive Cu. Unit: FuN-time 3-11, 11-7
Part-time 3-11
Cardiac Ceti Lab

Part-time days

Home Care Services

Pert-time days

Medical Unit

FuN-time 3-11, 11-7

Surgical Unit

Full-time 3-11, 11-7
Part-time 3-11

Opportunities available
PRN PoolSign On Bonus for expenenced R Ni. Weekend
position available in some areas
SURGICAL TECHNOLOGIST PRN days
For details contact:
I,yn Ryan, RN
Nurse Recruiter
(507) 762-1319
vquai
E Mph

er

803 Poplar Street
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3

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

50.00 80.00 70.00

4

15.00 30.00 45.00 410.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00

110.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 80.00 80.00 100.00 120.00_140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

80.00 90.00 100.00

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
25t per word $5.00 minimum let day.
St per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
$1.75 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.)
82.00 extra for blind box ads.
1.10

Help
Wanted

1st
The Country
Curl

Hwy.

r.

0"

Help
Warded

Set-, August

XNKMFTHODIST HOSPITAL OF McKENZIE

MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST/
MEDICAL LABORATORY
TECHNICIAN

SALES
CLERKS
WANTED

Days

TRANSPORTATION

GRAND
OPENING

701 S. 4th St. or Call 753-0039

•

120
230
250

ADOPTION: Intelligent, deEXPERIENCED Electronic
voted couple most anxious
Technician for TV and VCR
to give love and a wonder- repair. Send
resume to:
full future to your newborn.
All legal, medical, and living Service Manager, P.O. Box
expenses paid. Let us help 3203, Paducah, KY
you. Call collect 42002-3203.
516-621-5574.
FULL and part time clerk
positions available at Pion- OFFICE products company
eer Convenience Mart in seeking Service TechniCANCER
Lynn Grove. Must be neat, cian. Must be knowledgeINSURANCE
friendly, and able to work able in electronics. ExperiNo age limit to apply. If
morning, evening and ence a plus and must be
your present policy is
weekend shifts. Apply in people oriented. Send reover 10 years old, it
person Monday-Friday, sume to: P.O. Box 797,
Benton, KY 42025.
may not cover some of
9am-6pm.
the newer treatments
HUSBAND and wife team PARK RANGERS. Game
such as chemotherdrivers, over the road, one wardens, security, mainteapy. For free informayear experience. nance, etc. No exp. necestion call
sary. For information call
1-800-225-8618.
Jerry McConnell
219-769-6849, ext. 7159,
MOBILE Home Sales. Ex- 8arn-8pm, 7 days.
Insurance
perience preferred, but will
753-4199
consider others with simil- PART time work available
'Tree local claim service'
iar background. This is a 3-4 days per week. Rotatdealer in Paris, ing schedule. Prefer perAURORA Pizza Magic. Ge- multiple lot
TN. Above average earn- sons experienced in handnuine hand tossed pizza,
ings
for the right person ling animals. Apply in perfresh salads, sandwiches,
Send
resume to: Keith son at the Animal Shelter,
gyros. Open aN year at
Baker
Homes, Attention 105 E. Sycamore, Saturday
5pm. Closed Mon and
Penny,
Route
2 Box 417B, and Monday 3pm-4pm,
474-8119,
Tues.
Paris, TN 38242. All inquir- Tuesday 4pm-6pm. No
1-800-649-3804.
phone calls please.
ies kept confidential

Next to New Concord
Grocery (formerly The
Family Hair Station)
8 aat.-4 pa. riers.-sat.
Specializing in haircuts for the entire
family, pemis & hair
coloring.

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ada Must Run Within 6 Day Period )
$1.75 per column inch eXtra for Tuesday.

Rental

I

REQUEST FOR BIDS

/Effective Jan 2, 1991)

SERVICES

REAL ESTATE

060
Noa
Legaltl

Classified Ad Rates

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-I2 p.m.

010
1-$911
Notice

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads
for any error. The Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for
only one incorrect insertion.Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

MURRAY
(ALLCMAY
COUNTY
JSL

• Murray. Kentucky 42071

CHIROPRACTIC Assistant
needed. Must have basic
clerical skills and excellent
personality for dealing with
people. Enthusiastic, high
energetic applicants apply
at: Heskett Chiropractic
Center, 301 N. 12th, Murray, KY. 8:30arn-5:30pm.
UNDERWRITING Representative for WKMS-FM,
Murray. Up to twelve month
temporary, part-time position. Responsibilities include but are not limited to
maintaining and securing
contributor/underwriter
participation in public radio
and participating in on-air
fundraising. Bachelor's degree, driver's license, and
experience in non-profit
sector development or
broadcasting sales of any
type required. Send resume with three references
by August 5 to Representative Search, WKMS-FM,
Box 2018, 1 Murray State,
Murray, KY 42071. For
more information contact
the Murray State University
Affirmative Action Office,
502-762-3155

Taking
Applications
For City Carrier

DIRECTOR-Upward
Bound. FuN time position to
begin September 1, 1992.
Qualifications: -Master's
degree in education or educational administration
and/or counseling required.
-Proven leadership and administrative experience including personnel supervision. -Proven grant writing
experience. -Ability to work
with high school students,
parents, administrators,
and school personnel.
-Proven public relations
and marketing skills. -Experience in working with
disadvantaged populations. -High school and/or
college teaching experience preferred. -Ability to
plan and maintain project
budget. -Proven written
and oral communications
skills. Responsibilities:
-Oversees administrative
procedures for project. -Admininisters budget expenditures. -Negotiates budget
with Department of Education. -Writes reports required by funding agencies.
-Teaches project seminars,
workshops, and summer
classes. -Coordinates advisory committee. -Participates in family groups, support groups and academic
and personal counseling.
-Maintains a positive working relationship with area
secondary school personnel. -Provides public relations. -Actively involved in
meeting goals set by MSU
and the division of student
affairs. Salary commensurate with experience.
Screening to begin as soon
as possible. To apply send
letter of application, resume, and names and addresses of three references
to: Phil Bryan, Admissions
and Records Office, Murray
State University, Murray,
KY 42071. Murray State
does not discriminate on
the basis of Race, Color,
National Origin, Sex or
Handicap in its programs or
activities. For information
contact the Murray State
University Affirmative Action Office. 502-762-3155

CARS or trucks, running or
not 753-0680.

AIR conditioner. Portable
dishwasher. Formal dining
set and china cabinet. Gas
range. Breakfast table and
chars. Freezer. Wicker cabinets. 2 shelf units. Mirror
w/wooded frame and
matching candle holders
435-4207

TOP dollar for junk cars and
trucks. 435-5322.
USED and antique furniquilts.
474-2262, 901-642-6290.
ture, glass, tools,

TIRED OF WORKING
JUST FOR SOMEONE ELSE?
CALL MIKE VASSALCYTTI!
I'm looking for someone who wants to earn more money.
Someone who wants to help other people. I'll show you
how to do both as•representative for The Prudential,
one of America's leading financial institutions. C,apitalize on your strengths. Satisfy your curiosity-call me.
?dike Vassalotd, Mgr.
UM Park Plaza Road 02
Paducah, KY 42001
(1400)2644960
Be • part of The Rock,.'
itia sari apprimitir aykr.r.

ThePrudential
01990 Th• Prudential Insurance C.sespany

America

United Commonwealth
Bank is seeking
individuals for the
following positions:

UNITED

A. Secretary - Legal Background Helpful
B. Tellers
C. Sales & New Accounts Representative
D. Real Estate - Loan Processor
E. Courier

Please submit a resume to
P.O. Box 1369, Murray, Kentucky.
Equal Opportunity Employer

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age

65 and qualify for

Medicare due to disability we offer an
excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It
pays the $652 Part-A deductible as well as
100% of Medicare's Part B copayment
amount. This benefit is based on 20% of the
Medicare Allowable Charge. Part B benefits
include doctor office calls as well as in
hospital charges.The 1992 rate is $62.43 per

Slivatke
Wonted
FEMALE looking for roommate to share 2br apartment, $225/mo. plus half
utilities. 217-345-4680
MALE looking for roommate to share 2br apt. A
mile from campus,
$130/mo. plus A utilities.
753-1668.

month.
For more information call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199
Hopkineville Federal Savings Building
"Free local claim service"

M0M's Child Care. Non
smoker, safe environment,
balanced meals, experienced care. 753-3218,
SEWING jobs wanted, including formal wear.
753-1061
WILL sit with elderly, and
do cooking and housecleaning, Mon.-Fri.
759-4874 after 5pm.
100

Omelette
Opponunly

COMMERCIAL-Industrial
portable pressure washing
unit. This unit is powered by
an 11hp Honda engine with
a Cat Tri-plex pump, hot or
cold water Trailer mounted
steam and sandblast attachments Many accessories 1 year old Call
492 8568
Tide

Wont
To Buy

Is now accepting applications for
Maintenance Technician.
We Offer:
Competitive Income; Employee Insurance; Paid
Vacations; Paid Holidays; Pension Plan; and much
more.
Necessary skills include: Industrial maintenance,
electrical, refrigeration (or HVAC) experience,
machine shop experience. Must be able to trouble
shoot(mechanical & electrical), be able to plumb,
know hydraulics, pheumatics, and welding.
Applicants must:own their own hand tools; be able
to work any shift and weekends; be able to read and
understand equipment manuals and schematics.
Please apply at:

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433
after 5pm

Apply at the

BUYING 12 1960,s GI
Joes 492-8103

Ave.

Ankle.
Fir Salo

090

In The Court
Square Area

Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell

Want
To Buy

CASH for mobile home
tires $7.$12 each
436-2578
•

of Employment Services
319 South 7th Street
Mayfield, KY 42066

Department

800 a.nt - 4:30 p.m. Monday - Friday
Equal opportunity Employer WFAI
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CLASSIFIEDS
Artielos
For Sale

Musical

ANTIQUE brass headboard, $200 OBO. Old deluxe baby buggy, $95. 27'
Sanyo stereo color TV,
$325. Gibson acoustic guitar, good condition w/hard
case. 474-0115.
BOGARD trucking and excavating, Inc_ We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap. 759-1828.
BUSINESS office phone
system, 5 phones with 6
lines, hold and speaker
phone, $300 753-7437,
Mon.-Fri., 8am-5pm.
COMPUTER 386SX-25
MHZ, 2 MB RAM, 42 MB
hard drive, VGA card, FAX/
modem card, keyboard and
mouse! $1150 OBO.
753-1721
FRESH Kentucky Lake catfish, live or dressed. Murray
Bait Co., 753-5693.
LARGE antique oak desk,
$175. Tailwind exercise
bike, $150. Whirlpool kmlied edition refrigerator with
ice maker and textured
front, almond color. Must
sell. 753-2030.
LET us make your clothes,
alter and repair. Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals,
gowns and tuxedos. Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N 121, Murray. 753-6981.
MILUONAIRE$ IAILUONAIRES, PANGBURN'S
CANDY IS BACK IN MURRAY. Charlie's Safe-T
Pharmacy.
SATTEL1TE dish and receiver, 437-4832.

CARVIN amplifier, 100watt COMMERCIAL space
tube, 12' Celestion available, 759-9994.
speaker, 2 channel assignable equalizer, EL34 and
310
groove tubes Outs coverWant
condition,
Excellent
ing.
Rent
To
$450. 759-4589.
duplex,
2-3 bedHOUSE
or
USED Holton Trumpet with
case. Good condition, Ask- rooms, basement and/or
fenced yard for small pet,
ing $200. 753-0769
15.
August
by
KIMBALL Aquarius Organ. 314-234-4246 weekdays,
Double keyboard, accom- 314-724-2630 evenings/
paniment, and special ef- weekends.
fects keys Excellent condition $500 498-8643. After
120
5pm 492-8298.
Apartmonts
For Rent
240
1, 2, 3 or 4BR furnished
apartments, nice, near unilitecellsrisous
versity. 753-6111 daytime,
COINS and STAMPS are 753-0606 nights.
popular. A new selection of 1BR and 2br
furnished
stamps is now available at
apartments, duple •uiet
The Book Rack (in Murray neightiorhoor4
erat Dixieland Shopping Cen- sity,
nces,
ter) and Decades Ago (in $1
deposit.
Hazel). These stores also
sell coins, proof sets, silver
dollars, collector supplies. 1 OR 2br apts near downYou may also visit us at town Murray. 753-4109.
Toonerville Trolley (in
HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
Hazel), Treasure House
KY, is now renting. You
(Southside Manor in Murmust be 62, handicapped,
ray) and the Mercantile or disabled. New 1 and 2br
(Aurora). We buy coins and units. 502-527-8574 for
stamps and appraise es- more information. Equal
tates. CHRISTOPHER'S Housing Opportunity.
COINS, 753-4161.
LAKEFRONT apartment in
Panorama Shores, ap250
pliances furnished, rent inBusiness
cludes electric and water.
Services
Lease, deposit, references
PRIVATE Investigator required. No pets.
D.B.A. Confidential Investi- 436-2484.
gations, Southside Shop
ping Center, Suite 0102, TAKING applications for
section 8 rent subsidized
Murray, 753-2641.
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms. Apply HMI:late Apts.
270
Hardin, Ky. or call
Mobile
502-437-4113 EHO.
Homes For Sale

WE sell the best and service the rest. English's
Sewing Machine, Hwy 68,
Reidland, near 1-24 exit 16 12x50, 2BR, $2800.
354-8795
1-800-599-U-SEW.

12x70, 2BR, 11
/
4 bath,
newly remodeled, appliances, awning and
underpinning with many exFRIGIDAIRE stacked tras. Excellent condition.
washer/dryer, 24 wide, 3 $8,500 OBO. 753-1410.
years old, good condition, 1980 DOUBLEWIDE,
$300. 474-0122.
24x56, 3br, 2 bath
436-2507
1981, 3BR, 2 bath, all
electric, nice. 489-2332 after 9am and before 7pm.
BROYHILL dinette set, light
oak, $700. 753-2068.
KING-size waterbed complete with bookshelf, headboard, six storage drawers
under the mattress, heater,
and bedding, $250. Foam
couch and vinyl chair also
for sale, $25. Call
759-4656.

Buying, selling and
trading new and
used guns.
753-3102
after 5 p.m.
210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667.
220
!austral
PIANO tuning and repair
753-2099

Real
E.strits

Maltase
Rentals

Rooms
For Rant
MALE looking for roommate to share 2bdrm house
one block from MSU. Everything furnished including washer/dryer, appliances, and furniture.
$175/mo plus
ulilities.
753-0775.
3-10

Located behind Pet-tro Gas Station
641 North
753-5585
753-3195

NEW bug shields for pickups and vans, foreign and
domestic, clear and smoke
INVESTMENT Property. tint. $19.50/ea. Pick-up bed
49.6 acres, prime land, in- mats, $34.50/ea. Key Auto
side city limits on Utterback Parts Hwy 121S. 753-5500.
Rd. Frame house with attached garage. For appointment, call 753-5192.
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of 1976 GRAND Prix, am/fm
Real Estate services with a cassette, air, pw/pb/ps,
wide selection of quality $850, excellent condition.
homes, all prices. 437-4785
753-1222
1979 CADILLAC, a/c, auto,
ps/pb, very very good conRE/MAX Properties Ltd
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey, dition, silver and black.
Bob Haley, Jean Bird. Bel- $1500. 759-9203 after
Air Center. 502-753-SOLD, 5pm.
1-800-369-5780
1979 FORD 1-Bird, ps/pb,
cruise, tilt stereo. Excellent
dan
condition. 753-0775.
Lots
1983 CHRYSLER N.Y. 5th
For Sale
Avenue, 47,xxx miles, new
2 LAKEFRONT lots w/ tires, excellent condition.
roofed over mobile home. $4500. 901-642-1549.
Three bedrooms, 2 baths
1983 MONTE Carlo,
753-8937.
753-3939WOODED building lots in
Lynwood Heights. City wa- 1984 OLDSMOBILE Cutter, natural gas, cablevi- lass Supreme, 2-door, piiv/
sion, 3 3/10 miles on 94 pa, new tires, a/c, stereo
west from Murray City Lim- radio with cassette player.
its. 6% simple interest fi- 492-8765.
nancing available.
CAR Stereo Installation
753-5841 or 753-1566.
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard Music, Murray's Al,150
pine Car Audio Specialist,
Farms
Dixieland Center, 1 block
For Saki
from MU dorms.
GOOD productive 80 acre
1084 TEMPO, good condifarm with brick home, totion, 72xxx miles, $1600.
bacco barn and large metal
753-3869.
barn, stocked pond, tobacco base, lovely white 1985 CUTLASS Ciera GT,
fencing in picture book set- silver, 2-door, Fl V-6, power
ting. Located in Tennessee locks and windows, cruise,
only 8 miles south of Mur- tilt, air, am/fm cassette,
ray. Offered at $132,500. leather interior, 100xxx
MLS *4069. Kopperud Re- miles. $3450 negotiable.
alty, 753-1222.
753-6881 will return
messages.
460
1986 BUICK Sicyhawk, one
Homes
owner, well maintained,
For Saki
$2500. Call 762-4411 or
753-1428.
1BR, 1 bath, large livingroom and kitchen. Across 1986 CHARGER, 5-speed,
from Dexter Post Office. sunroof, arriffrn cassette,
a/c, excellent condition
437-4412.
$2500. 753-0799.
2BR, 1 bath, remodeled
attractive interior, central 1986 GRAY Cutlass Ciera
h/a, 1.5 acre lot, 7 miles Brougham Oldsmobile, air,
north of Murray, city water, p/s, p/b, tilt, cruise, $3300.
cable, $36,000. 753-2317 Great condition, call
753-9672.
after 6pm.

QUAIL Run Subdivision.
380
New subdivision located
PINS
just two miles south of MurSupplies
ray. Has sewer, water,
AKC Rottweilers, 8 wks, cable and underground
shots and wormed, reaso- electricity. Prices range
from $9,900 to $16,000.
nably priced. 658-3670.
Call Kopperud Realty,
DAISY Grooming. Satur- 753-1222, for plat and reday, by appointment strictions. Hwy 641 South
753-7819.
to Tom Taylor Road, 600
feet to subdivision on left.
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home SEMI lakefront, 2br cabin,
Classes or private lessons. real nice, $24,000. Call beServing Murray for over fore 5pm, 753-9586. After,
12yrs. 436-2858.
753-0292.
TOTALLY redecorated and
renovated 3 bedroom
home on an acre lot. LoProduce
cated between Murray and
CANNING and juicing to- Kentucky Lake. Attractive
matoes, 254 per lb Call day home and attractive price.
753-3381, night 492-8893, $60's. Just reduced. Contact Kopperud Realty,
ask for Jr.
753-1222
FRESH sweet corn,
$1.10/doz. Varieties of yellow and zucchini squash TWO new listings in CanRadishes Tomatoes Blue terbury Subdivision. ConLake and Kentucky Won- tact Kopperud Realty
der Green Beans. 753-1222.
$9 50/bushel
Location .
121/Graves-Calloway Co WHY pay rent when you
can invest in your future by
Line Rd 489-2355
owning this charming 2br
PEACHES, Copeland Or- home. Just reduced to
chard, Mayfield.
$29,900 Call today! MLS
SILVER Queen corn, fitst #3463. Kopperud Realty,
picking, $1 25/doz Toma- 753-1222.
toes, 40trilb 492-8380
400

RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Rooting and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

FOR RENT
WAREHOUSE OR
STORAGE BUILDINGS
LOCATED ON INDUSTRIAL ROAD
1 - 50x50 with 12x14 overhead door and 1
service door
1 - 6,468 sq. ft. with 3 14x16 sliding doors
and 1 service door
Owner will petition off amount of area needed.
753-5976

)

1988 CHEVY Caprice, 5.0L
V-8, automatic, a/c, ps/pb,
53xxx miles, extra dean,
$4300 0130. 753-1721.
1989 PONTIAC 6000 LE,
pw/ps, tilt wheel, radio w/
cassette, air. 492-8765.
1990 CHEVROLET Lumina Euro, loaded, white
with burgundy interior,
33xxx miles. Excellent condition. 753-8393 after
5:30prn.

Services
Offered

Campers
1983, 33' ALJO Camper,
sleeps 6, full bed, stereo,
new awning and air. Extra
dean Ben Nix, 753-3785
after 6pm.

APPLIANCE REPAIR

A1A LANDSCAPING arid
tree removal, yard maintenance, clean-ups and haul
'rig 492-8254
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 75309d6 after
5pm, 759-9816 753-0495

520
Boats
$ Motors
18', V-8, inboard-outboard
188hp, 1976 Marquis, walk
through windshield, nice
dual axle trailer, new batteries, etc Ready to go!!
$3950. 474-8050.
1
4 ',
1985 PROCRAFT, 17/
Fish/Ski, dual console, indash flasher, Hummingbird
fish ID depth finder, ski
storage, foot control trolling
motor, 115hp Mercury motor with tilt/trim. $5950.
492-8298.
19' BAHA ski boat, walk
thru, in board, twin axle
trailer, ready to go Call
after 9pm please,
759-1204.

A-1 TREE removal & tree
trimming. Light hauling &
odd sobs Free estimates
436-2102, ask for Luke

Service on all brands window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan•KeivInator-Emerson-Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele-Allbritten, Inc.

A-1 YARD mowing light
hauling and tree trimming
436-2102 ask for Paul
AA TOWN/country yard
mowing,landscaping,tree
trimrning,tree removal,light
hauling. Free estimates
Tim Lamb, 436-2528.
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
rooting, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates.
489-2303

AL'S hauling, yard work,
MUSSELL boat for sale, 15' tree removal, mowing
Free
fiberglass, new hooks and estimates 759-1683
brailes, no motor, $500.
Call 437-4675.

Mathis Transmission Service
624

N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
Fluid & Filter
Special 629.95 most makes & models
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
Commercial

and
Residential

Poison Control

753-7588
Gentry Painting Co.

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service
Rt. 8, Box 1075
Murray, KY 42071

Calloway County Fire

Residential Painting
Interior- Exterior

Phone
(5021759-1835

Rescue Squad

753-6952

Phone 435-4268
Veta. Cisoiry
at 4 Sox 1770. Wanly, K. 42071

Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

762-1100
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service

Murray Laun ry Center
and Dry Cleaning.
Laundry Service, Coin 'Laundry,
Dry Cleaning, Alterations,

owner•Bel-Air Center
.759-2570

Kathryn J. Coleman •

ALPHA BUILDERS

Remodeling, garages,decks, porches,concrete
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance

Septic Tanks, Sewers & Hauli
Call Us Anytime

489-2303

759-4685
YOUR AD COULD BC RCM
$500
Per Week
(=Ma 13 maks)

Call 753-1916

Like to be a little busier?
Put yourself here.
Call 753-1916

1991 PROBE, silver w/
navy interior, automatic,
air, tilt dash cruise, arn/fin
cassette, 21,000 miles.
437-4720 after 5pm.
496

Vas

YARD
SALE
SEASON

1989 MAZDA, V-6, mini
van. Loaded, 28xxx mike
left under warranty. Excellent condition. Will consider
trade for small truck.
753-9571
SALE or trade, 1979 Chevy
window van, very good
condition, much more invested, has complete
Reese hitch. $2300.
436-5002.
500
Used
Trucke

1989 Toyota
Truck
!! Super Sharp !!
A/C, cassette, sunroof. 51,000 actual
miles.
Call 753-6098,
leave message.
1978 CHEVY % ton, 4wd,
new tires, good condition.
Best offer Good work
truck 759-4163 after 7pm.
1986 NISSAN truck, swb,
ps/pb, auto, air. New inside
and out. 753-2175.

Motorcycles

1988 RED Jeep Wrangler,
x -low mileage, nice
753-8766

FOR sale racing go kart,
Coy 89, Burns wheels, 820
eng. (good), lots of extras,
call 492 8776.

1990 FORD Ranger, am/fm
stereo cassette, XLT pkg
custom wheels, excellent
condition, 40xxx miles,
$5400 753-6402

$aoo oeo

530

1990 FORD Taurus LX,
4-door,sunroof, cruise, am/
fm stereo cassette, excellent condition, 95xxx miles,
$3200. 753-6402.

1982 SUZUKI moped,
good condition, $250
753-9741.

.170

ARRIS Auction Company
01 Dan Farris, Aucboneer,
P0 Box 149, Hazel, KY
(502) 4928796(8795 We
appraise and sell it all.

1987 MUSTANG GT,
loaded. $7100. Call after
600pm, 753-0043.

1988 FORD Ranger XLT,
extended cab, auto, V-6
a/c, ps/pb cassette power
lumbar, new tires $6395
753-7217, 753-1622

.110
Pubk
Sale

Auto
Services

CLEAN-UP shop on
acre, $13,000. 436-2652.

Home
„POW Plot
2BR, 2 bath, new central
CUMMINGS Meter Poles. 2or 38R,lots of shade, a/c, h/a, 1.4 acres, 2 miles from
Specializing in mobile gas heat, partially furn- city limits. 753-9652.
home electric services. 200 ished, close to campus,
amp. $375. 100 amp $325. $300 plus deposit. HOUSE for sale by owner.
435-4027.
3br, large kitchen, utility,
362-7060.
carport, central h/a, fireRED hot summer specials! BEAUTIFUL country home, place, brick and siding, 2
Close out on ALL 1992 2br, 1 bath, air/heat, fire- car garage,% acre shaded
MODEL, quality built, place, large rooms, 2 car lot, located 15 miles from
energy efficient homes! garage, 4 acres, near Ken- Murray.
901-782-3507.
Dinkins Mobile Homes, lake, $350/mo.
474-8806.
Inc., Hwy 79E, Paris, TN
LOG cottage just now on
the market. Located in city
1-800-642-4891. The
160
limits of Murray. Offered at
Housing Leader.
For Rent
$35,000N-Contact KopOr Lease
perud Realty 753-1222.
280
3BR, 2 bath condo in Mur- NEW 3 or 4br, LR, DR, 2
Mobile
ray for sale or lease. baths, central h/a, walk-in
Homes For Rent
753-3293.
CL., self cleaning range,
2BR furnished in Hazel,
492-8526.
CREEKV1EW Self-storage microwave, dishwasher,
warehouses on Center disposal, oak cabinets,
2BR, water and appliances Drive behind
Shoney's. over 2000 ./!q..ft., only
furnished. Available now. $20-$40/mo.
$69,750. 753-5561 or
759-4081.
Coleman RE, 753-9898.
759-1610.
3711
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
PRICE reduced to $69,000.
Livestock
electric or gas. Walking dis3br, 2 bath home, central
tance to college. 753-5209
SUpplies
h/a, nice yard, excellent
HUDSON Company. Sad- neighborhood near Murray
dles, Bridles & Horse sup High. Recently redecorated
plies. 753-4545, 759-1823 and ready for immediate
occupancy. Call 753-5644.
753-6763.

FOR RENT
Mini Storage
Sizes
10 X 20
4 X 10
5 X 10
5 X 4

510

480

410

300

150

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE
*7.50
12.50
*15.00

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads must be paid in advance

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:
Monday Edition
Friday 3
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3
Thursday Edition
Tuesday 3
Friday Edition
Wednesday 3
Saturday Edition
Thursday 3
For assistance call, 753-11916 or come by

Miiiray Ledger 8r Times
Classified Department

p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
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Soldier cites Ouija Board advice for going AWOL
By NANCY PLEVIN

530

510

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

APPLIANCE REPAIRS. KITCHEN CABINET REFactory trained by 3 major COVERY existing doors 8
manufacturers. Most parts frames with wood9rain forin stock, on my truck. All mica, all colors Free estiwork and parts warranted. mates. Wulff's Recovery
Ask for Andy at The Ap- Murray. 436-5560.
pliance Works, 753-2455
LAWN mowing, landscapAPPLIANCE SERVICE. ing, mulching, light hauling.
Kenmore, Westinghouse, Dependable, quality SOU
Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- vice. Reasonable rates.
perience.BOBBY Free estimates. Call
HOPPER, 436-5848.
435-4439.
BACKHOE Service - ROY LEE'S Carpet Cleaning.
HILL Septic system, drive- For all your upholstery
ways, hauling, foundations, cleaning, call 753-5827.
etc 759-4664.
Free estimates. Special!!
BOB'S Plumbing Repair with this ad, $15 off $60
Service. All work guaran- order.
teed. 753-1134.
LICENSED for electric,
BRYON'S LAWN SER- gas, refrigeration. InstallaVICE. Free estimates. tion and repair. Free estimates. 753-7203.
489-2424 after 5pm.
BULLDOZING, backhoe, MITCHELL Paving, 'over
septic system. Call Horace 30 years experience.' AN
Sholar, 354-8161 after your asphalt and seal coating needs Backhoe, exca4pm
vating and hauling.
BUSH hogging, 492-8392. 753-1537 or 753-1221.
CALL Gallimore Electric for
all of your electrical projects • Remodeling, landscape illumination, security, cable and phone
lines. Now wiring new
smart homes Licensed
and insured 759-1835.
CALL Larco for mobile
power washing and wet
sandblasting. We Wash it
All. 753-6587.
CARPENTRY, specializing
in decks and fences. All'
types of residential and
commercial work. Quality
work, references available.
Call 759-1424.
CARPET and vinyl installation and repairs Glen Bobber, 759-1247
CARPET binding and fringing Enger Custom Design
Carpets. 753-7614
anytime.
CHARLIE Davidson. All
types of roofing and repairs. Torch down rubber
roofing. 753-5812.
CHILI Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts. We sell
chimney caps-and screens.
435-4191.
CLEANING services offered. Have references.
492-8238 or 492-8873.
COLSON'S Home Repair.
Remodeling, carpentry,
painting and plumbing.
436-2575 after 5pm.
COMPUTER help, reasonable rates, pc software installation, support tutoring
and consulting. 753-2297.

Associated Press Writer

Services
Off red
REFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking
753-8056
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete. Free estimates Call
474-2307.
ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel,sand, dirt, driveway rock. 753-4545,
753-6763.
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE.
Repair, replacement, new
installation, pumping, sewers, footings, basements.
Backhoe-loader service.
BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515.
SEWING machine repair.
Kenneth Barnhill.
753-2674.
SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings. Larry
Chrisman, 492-8742.

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
MOODY'S Mower Repair, 753-5484.
pick-up and delivery. AN
work guaranteed. T.C. Dinh Repair and Main753-5668.
tenance. Electrical - Cleaning Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
PAINTING interior and ex- Street 753-6111 office,
terior. Quality work. Over 753-0606 after 5pm.
20 years experience. Ralph
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
Worley. 436-5625.
aluminum gutters, variety
PAINTING, interior and ex- of colors. Licensed, interior. Free estimates, rea- sured. Estimate available.
sonable rates. 436-2761.
759-4690.
PAINTING, exterior/ NOTICE to our customers!
interior, good work at a Wood VCR service center
good price. Call Charlie will be closed August 3-5
Rains, 753-5754.
and will reopen at our new
PLUMBING repairman with location at Route 1, Almo
same day service. Call on August 6. If you have
questions or need direc436-5255.
tions, please call 753-0530.
PLUMBING - Free estimates. Affordable rate. VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Same day service. All work Service Center, cleaningguaranteed. 492-8816.
servicing 515; most repairs
$35; all brands. 3rd Street,
SpeImprovement
HOME
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
cialist. Vinyl siding, winMon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
dows, carports, and patio
enclosures. 753-0280.
WET Basement? Water
under house, we guarantee
IN shop spray painting and
to stay dry. Morgan and
sound blasting, yard furniSon Construction. Paduture, shutters and doors.
cah, KY. 442-7026,
You name it we can paint it.
1-800-242-3265.
Pick-up and delivery. Call
Center
Black's Decorating
YARD mowing, trimming,
for tree estimate, phone odd jobs. Hauling, mulch,
753-0839.
gravel, dirt, sealing driveways. Free estimates
GUTTERING By Sears: 436-5501.
Sears residential and COMmercial continuous gutters HADAWAY Construction:
installed for your specifica- Home remodeling, painttions. Call Sears 753-2310 ing, wallpaper, carpentry,
for free estimate.
floor covering. No job too
small. 436-2052.
GERALD WALTERS.
Roofing, vinyl siding, paint- GENERAL Repair. plumbing. Free estimates. 18 ing, roofing, tree work
years experience. Local re- 436-2642.
ferences. 488-2267.

CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
•
and Cooling Service. Complete installation and service
Call Gary at
759-4754.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM 99000WORKING

DIAL Builders New additions, new homes, pole
barns, total remodeling. No
job too small. 436-5272.
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761.
FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs.

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
.Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY-MURRAY alohind Bunny Bread)
763-56010

FOR bushhogging, leveling
dirt or gravel and seeding
yards, call 753-3413.
GALLOWAY Roofing. Specializing in new roofs, reroofs, and tear-offs.
Guaranteed work. Springtime 10% savings.
502-753-7941.

Ogo-49

For All Your Construction Needs
Commercial & Residential
Fully Insured & Bondable
Free Estimates

Phone 4354619

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. When Vance Davis and five of his
friends went AWOL, it was
reported that they had gone to a
Florida beach to await the Second
Coming of Jesus Christ in a UFO.
No way, says Davis.
"How ridiculous can you get?"
he says. "Jesus Christ is Jesus
Christ. Why would he come in a
flying saucer?"
No, says Davis, the reason they
left their Army intelligence posts
was quite simple: Ouija Board spirits told them they were needed to
help lead the world through an
impending cataclysm.
For two years, since the six
turned up in Gulf Breeze, Fla. unleashing one of the wierdest stories of 1990- they have remained
silent.
But Davis now says he wants to
tell his story to set the record
straight and because, according to
the Ouija Board, race riots in Los
Angeles were to be a signal the
group should go public. The others
will come forward, one by one,
depending on public reaction to
what he has to say, Davis said.

will be swept to heaven before the
world ends - "is real."
Davis says that when the group
couldn't find a legal way out of the
Army, the Ouija Board told them,
"Leave, just leave."
Stunned, they decided to put
their faith in the board's message
that "things would work oui"
"We had top-secret clearances
and never did anything wrong in
our life," Davis says. "Being
AWOL was the furthest thing from
our mind."
But on July 3, 1990, they hopped
a flight from Munich to Atlanta,
making their way to Gulf Breeze to
see two friends, a psychic and her
housemate who would become
Vance's wife, Iris.
After their arrest and release
from the Army, the group split up.
Davis, 27, lives in Albuquerque
with his wife and 8-month-old
daughter, does odd jobs and gives
seminars on "self-sustaining
lifestyles."

reduced to the lowest rank and forfeited half a month's pay for "the
offenses of AWOL and forged
leave papers," the Army said. Military officials refused to discuss the
investigation.
Davis, originally from Valley
Center, Kan., had the rank of specialist. Others in the group, with
ranks and ages at their arrests, are:
Pfc. Michael Hueckstaedt, 19, of
Farson, Wyo.; Pfc. Kris Perlock,
20, of Osceola, Wis.; Pfc. William
Setterberg, 20, of Pittsburgh; Spc.
Kenneth Beason, 26, of Jefferson
City, Tenn.; and Sgt. Annette
Eccleston, 22, of Hartford, Conn.
It all began innocently in
November 1989, Davis says.
"We decided to do some experimentation into things," he says.
"We wanted to see if there was
something actually to it - ESP,
parapsychology, ghosts, Tarot
cards."
Davis says the members of the
group "hit brick walls" until finally they tried a Ouija Board.
"Someone showed up," he says.
"I'm talking spiritually."

Contract Bridge
Famous Hand

They were arrested five days
later after one was stopped for a
broken tail light in Gulf Breeze,. a
beach town known for reported
UFO sightings.

In the months that followed,
Davis says, several spirits talked to West dealer.
the group, predicting the Gulf War North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
and the 1990 Iran earthquake.
9643
lir A 86
"At the end of May we were
•K 5
told we might think about trying to
*Q 8 7 6
get out of the service because
WEST
EAST
there's going to be some serious
4752
things occurring in the next five 4V J 10 9
p7532
years, and being in the service •AQJ108
•6 4
would not help us grow and *AKJ54
+10932
become what we were supposed to
SOUTH
become," Davis says.
4 AKQJ 108

Two weeks later, they were honorably discharged from Fort Knox,
Ky., after an Army investigation
found no evidence the soldiers
from the 701st Military Intelligence
Brigade had been involved in
espionage.
As punishment, they were

What they were destined to do,
he says, is teach and prepare people for the coming world chaos.
"This will be the changing of
the Earth and Jesus is involved,"
Davis says. "He will come back,
and Rapture" - the fundamentalist Christian belief that believers

The six former intelligence analysts, all with top-secret security
clearances, were reported missing
from their Augsburg, West Germany base on July 9, 1990.

Employment Services begins
professional placement network
Calloway Countians who are out of work can ntw"taadvant.age of
operated by
a statewide computerized profeasiontplacanest ""
the Kentucky Department for Employment
The Kentucky Professional Placement Networkii0iiniteb highlyskilled job seekers with employers who have professional job openings, said commissioner Marg*t Whittei
"We've been serving professional job seekers all along, but this network is centrally coordinated and enhances what's atifilt done in our
local offices by linking all the state through one job bsat.” she said.
"We've seen more of a need for WS service the last few years
because during the recession more 'Odle
have lost
"Many
jobs than in previous economic.,
businesses are merging, restructuring and do
i& more professionals are being displaced?
The statewide computerized network matches qualified candidates
time and
with job orders, saving- both the applicant and •
to serve Kenexpense. "In the past we haven't emphasized our
tuckians with technical, professional, managerial Or
1 skills,
ent for Employment Serso many employers didn't view the
vices as a resource for filling these
," Whibiltld."We hope
that more employers with those positions will begin to use our services
as a result of the network."
Lana Riley, a professional placement network specialist at the Mayfield Employment Services Office, said,"This network helps us screen
applicants more effectively and meets both the applicant's needs and
the employer's skill require:MOO better.
"I encourage both professionals who are bolting for jobs and
employers with professional job openings to call our office at
502-753-0977 to obtain Mare information about the network:*
There is no fee for the *vice, but Riley said the program will be
successful only if the department has a large pool of qualified applicants and job orders.
Applicants must be interviewed at the local office to determine eligibility. Qualified applicants must then provide a current one-page
resume, a mini-resume and the completed *file form. The miniresume will be compiled into a hi-monthly publication and distributed
to targeted employers statewide starting Aug. I.

V K Q4
•9 7 3 2

that (Iraqi President) Saddam Hussein posed to the Mideast and his
actions in Kuwait warranted strong,
American military response.
"1 voted to authorize the use of
force. I stand by my decision,"
Gore said.
Dole made his comments when
asked by Rowland Evans, one of
the talk show's hosts, to compare
Gore's Senate voting record with
that of Massachusetts Democrat
Edward Kennedy. The Kansas
senator said Gore had a "liberal
record ... like Ted Kennedy's."
Evans noted that Kennedy had
voted against U.S. intervention in
the Persian Gulf crisis, while Gore
supported it.
But Dole said the Tennessee
senator came to him and asked,
"If I vote with you, how much
prime time will you give me...?"
He said Gore later asked Senate
Majority Leader George Mitchell
"how much time would he get if

he voted against" U.S.
involvement.
Mitchell's office could not be
reached for comment after a transcript of the interview was released
to The Associated Press.
"It's ironic that Bob Dole, who
was the victim of so many cheap
shots from George Bush, would
now be taking cheap shots on
behalf of George Bush," said Gore
spokeswoman Marla Romash. "It's
a sign of a campaign panicked and
in trouble."
Dole challenged Bush for the
GOP presidential nomination four

years ago.
Romash also said Dole met with

THE DAY

Saddam four months before Iraq
invaded Kuwait and "in that meeting personally apologized for a
Voice of America broadcast critical
of Iraq's repressive and brutal

regime.
"Then, after he returned from
Iraq, it was Sen. Dole who personally moved to block a vital piece of
legislation unless sanctions against
Iraq were removed from the bill,"
she said. "And it was Sen. Dole
who voted against the final bill to
impose sanctions against Iraq
because to the end he sought to
protect Saddam Hussein."
Dole's office could not be reached for a response.

Stop Smoking.
•
American Heart
Association Ny

ga

of clubs with the ten of spades and
cashed the ace oftrumps,he realized
that he could not successfully ruff
two diamonds in dummy. So he
stopped playing trumps and instead
led a diamond toward dummy's K-x
at trick three.
West went up with the ace and
returned a diamond to dummy'sking,
whereupon Forquetruffed aclub with
the jack and cashed the king of
trumps and A-K-Q of hearts to produce this position:
North
496

+Q8
West
•QJ
•A J

East
The bidding:
47
West
North East
South
V7
1•
Pass
Pass
Dble
•109
3+
Dble
Pass
34
South
Pass
4•
4
Pass
4 Q8
Pass
5
Pass
64
•9 7
Opening lead-king of clubs.
Forquet next led the eight of
This remarkable hand was spades, placing West in a hopeless
played by Pietro Forquet,Italian star. position whether he discarded a diaHe got to six spades as shown and mond or a club.
West led the king of clubs.
If West parted with a diamond,
Had the trumps been divided 2- Forquet would play the trump six
1,Forquet would have made the slam from dummy and ruff a diamond to
easily. He would simply have drawn score the rest of the tricks. If West
trumps and led a diamond toward parted with a club instead, Forquet
dummy's K-x. Eventually, he would would overtake the eight of spades
have trumped two diamonds in with dummy's nine and ruffthe eight
dummy and thus made 12 tricks.
of clubs to score the rest ofthe tricks.
ButafterForquet ruffedthe king Either way, the slam was home.
Tomorrow: Transcendentalism.

Dole accuses Gore of'shopping' Gulf vote for TV time
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate's Republican leader claimed
Friday that Sen. Al Gore went
"shopping" for prime time exposure before deciding to support the
deployment of American troops in
the Persian Gulf.
A spokeswoman for the Democratic vice presidential nominee
responded that the comment was a
sign that President Bush's reelection campaign was "panicked
and in trouble."
Gore "was shopping" to see
"where he could get the most
prime time on television, if he voted for or against the Gulf," Sen.
Robert Dole of Kansas said in an
interview on CNN's "Evans and
Novak," taped for airing on
Saturday.
"He ended up voting for it,"
Dole said, "but it was quite an
inside joke around the Senate, the
way he played it."
Gore answered in a statement
that he "concluded that the threat

"With everything we were told
that's supposed to be occurring in
the next five years, we want to be
here to help," Davis says.
The changes, he says, include
numerous earthquakes and volcano
eruptions - including a major
eruption of Mount Rainer in
Washington state - the devastation of New York City by gas leak,
and food and race riots in every
major U.S. city that will lead to
martial law and economic collapse.
"When all this occurs, we'll be
gone again," Davis says. "The six
of us will be somewhere else. People will be looking for us and they
won't be able to find us.
"After the thing occurs, we'll
come back out again to help put the
pieces back together."
But meanwhile, Davis says, the
group may write a book, follow up
on a possible movie deal, and - if
offered - do an advertisement for
Parker Bros., maker of the Ouija
Board.

Horoscopes
TUESDAY,JULY 28, 1992
(For your personalized Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own date
of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents a
minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE obligations. A devoted life partner
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: could make things much easier for
Encouraging words work magic for you.
you. Your enthusiasm wins you a
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
prestigious new job or important Devote the lion's share of your time
assignment in the fall. In November, to necessary preparations. You may
drum up widespread support before be able to cut through some official
putting a special plan into effect. red tape. A scientific breakthrough
Financial opportunities beckon in will enhance your financial status.
December. Be careful not to neglect
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): An
your personal relationships as 1993 emotionally enriching experience
gets under way. If you spend too will lift your spirits and bring your
much_ time at work, a romantic goals into sharper focus. How you
attachment could slowly dissolve.
feel about yourself is more imporCELEBRITIES BORN ON tant than anything a critic might say.
THIS DATE: Jacqueline Kennedy
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Onassis, singer Rudy Vallee, You finally get a chance to move up
actresses Georgia Engel and Sally at work! Redouble your efforts.
Struthers.
Those of you seeking romance are
ARIES (March 21-April 19): A much closer than you think. A
confidential tip -could result in big heartfelt compliment will make
savings. Alter your plans to satisfy a your day.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
loved one's emotional needs. Postpone acting on a business matter 21): A great day for getting orgauntil more information becomes nized at home and the office. Steer a
available.
steady course in love and money
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): matters. Your obsession with selfYour reluctance to get down to improvement activities will pay off
work may be linked to a previous handsomely.
disappointment. There is no use tryCAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
ing to force things when trends are 19): Try to be more understanding.
contrary. Be candid with a loved Losing your temper could cause a
career setback. Welcoming unexone.
GEMINI (May 2I -Tune 20): pected responsibilities could bring
Romance could arise at place of you unanticipated rewards. Do your
employment. Be very discreet. A best!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
raise or promotion is under consideration. Postpone buying anything Your high-voltage energy helps you
"light up the sky" professionally.
that will dent your savings.
CANCER (June 2I -July 22): ---Falrable trends Aould continue
Competitors and higher-ups are for the rest of the week. Now is an
unlikely to concede an inch. You ideal time to travel for business.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Be
may be able to find a roundabout
way to push a pet project ahead. careful. Trivial irritations could lead
Curb a tendency to magnify minor to a major explosion. Keeping your
faults.
cool will help you win Round I. A
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Being charming newcomer may shower
the leader of the pack usually means you with attention and invitations.
amassing more cash. Success Go slow.
imposes many responsibilities and
TODAY'S CHILDREN want everything to be open and aboveboard.
. Unafraid to say what they think. these Leos are quick to offer constructive
criticism. Wise parents will advise their young lions to temper honesty with
tact. Born executives, they dream of establishing a family enterprise that
can be handed down to future generations. They make devoted but somewhat strict parents, determined to teach their offspring the value of hard
work,
iTo order A revised and updated copy of haw Dixon's hest-selling hook -Yesterdas Toda) And Ion's
er: How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send S8 95 plus SI postage and handling
It, Dixon. cro Andress. and Ms Meet. PO Bon 419150. Kansas City. Mo M 14 I Make shctks pas aisle to
Andrews and Ms'steel
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Looking Back

Today in History

Thirty years ago
Winners from Calloway County
Airman Second Class Thomas L.
in 4-H Talk Meet at University of
Kentucky, Lexington, were Laura James, son of Mr. and Mrs. Grover
Wood James, is serving with Air
Lee Fones, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Fones, third in 9-year- Force at Clark Air Base, Philippine
old division; Chuck Williams, son Islands.
Danny Kemp, Mike White, Keith
of Mr. and Mrs. Hilton Williams,
blue ribbon in 10-year-old division; Hayes, Glenn McCuiston, Marsha
and Gail Tucker, daughter of Mr. Hendon, Martha Kemp, Howard
and Mrs. Charles Tucker, in Steely, Jerry Pat Starks and Kent
McCuiston won awards with their
11-year-old division.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Taylor of Hazel cattle at Junior Dairy Show at
watched a television newscast of Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
USS Newport News, now located Fair.
The new and modern A&P Store
in Tonkin Bay area of Vietnam.
Their son, Seaman Randy Taylor, opened July 25 at the corner of
serves as a gunner's mate on the South 12th Street and Johnson
Boulevard. Windsor Tripp is manaship.
Births reported include a boy to ger of the store.
Recent births reported at Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Van Futrell, July 17;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Taz Mason, Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Keel, Mrs. Willard Jones, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Elvis Inman, a boy to Mr.
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
and Mrs. John Canup, and a girl to
and
Mr.
to
boy
a
and
ham
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Lovett.
John T. Hutchens, July 19.

Ten years ago
Today is Monday. July 27, the 209th day of 1992. There are 157 days
N. Prince, director of
Joe
Dr.
in
left
the year.
Program of
Education
in
Artists
Today's Highlight in History:
Arts in
for
National
Endowment
Foreign
of
Department
the
established
On July 27, 1789, Congress
the
will
D.C.,
deliver
Washington,
Affairs, the forerunner of the Department of State.
address at
summer
commencement
On this date:
Murray State University on July
In 1861, Union Gen. George B. McClellan was placed in command of
30.
the Army of the Potomac.
Murrayan Col. Johnny Pritchard
In 1909, Orville Wright tested the U.S. Army's first airplane, flying
a par-3, 125-yard No. 11 hole
aced
minutes.
12
and
hour
one
for
passenger
himself and a
at
Country Club. He uStra
Murray
In 1940, the cartoon character Bugs Bunny made his "official" debut
9-iron
card the single-stroke
to
Hare."
Wild
"A
as Warner Brothers released the animated short
performance.
vocalist
and
Orchestra
his
and
Goodman
Benny
ago,
years
In 1942, 50
Births reported include a girl to
Peggy Lee recorded "Why Don't You Do Right" in New York for Coland Mrs. Mark A. Sandoval,
Mr.
umbia Records.
July 6; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. GayIn 1953, the Korean War armistice was signed at Panmunjom, ending
Ion Bridges, July 11; a boy to Mr.
three years of fighting.
and Mrs. Roger Dale Coleman,
president
for
nominated
was
Nixon
M.
Richard
In 1960, Vice President
July 12; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
at the Republican National Convention in Chicago.
Steve
Hoskie, July 13.
Lyndon
President
rioting,
In 1967, 25 years ago, in the wake of urban
Jimmy
Brown was winner of the
the
assessing
with
charged
Commission,
Kerner
the
B. Johnson appointed
23rd
Men's
Invitational Golf Tourcauses of the violence.
at Murray Country
nament
played
die
to
person
first
the
In 1976, Air Force veteran Ray Brennan became
of so-called Legionnaire's Disease, following an outbreak at a Philadel- Club.
Twenty years ago
phia hotel where an American Legion convention had taken place.
visit
first
her
began
Gandhi
Indira
Minister
Ten years ago: Indian Prime
to the United States in almost eleven years as she arrived at New York's
John F. Kennedy International Airport.
DEAR ABBY: My day isn't comFive years ago: Retired Ohio autoworker John Demjanjuk, accused of
being the sadistic Nazi guard known as "Ivan the Terrible," testified at plete until I've read "Dear Abby."
Thank you for the help you gave
his trial in Jerusalem that he was not "the hangman you're after."
my daughter, Karyn, when she was
Croatia,
of
republic
breakaway
the
in
escalated
Fighting
ago:
year
One
planning her wedding. Your booklet
as a Yugoslav air force jet fired on Croatian forces and ground fighting on wedding planning was invaluerupted into clashes with federal tanks and troops.
able.
Today's Birthdays: TV producer Norman Lear is 70. Movie reviewer
I have a suggestion for you. You
Vincent Canby is 68. Sportscaster Iry Cross is 53. Singer Bobbie Gentry seem to get so many requests to run
is 48. Actress Betty Thomas is 44. Skater Peggy Fleming is 44. Singer an item again. Why don't you put all
those poems,essays and special letMaureen McGovern is 43.
and call it
Thought for Today: "He who is learned is not wise; He who is wise is ters in a separate booklet
I would be the
Favorites"?
"Abby's
of
book
sacred
the
Ching,
Te
(dow)
not learned." — From the Tao
first to buy one.
Taoism.
Keep up the good work.

Forty years ago
Airman Gayle Thompson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Thompson,
and Airman Billy Joe Fulton, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Fulton,
are taking basic training at Lackland Air Force Base, Texas.
School lunchrooms in Murray
City Schools received a total of
195 cases of units of USCA Commodities valued wholesale at
S3,000 during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1952, according to
W.Z. Carter, superintendent of
Murray City Schools.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morgan and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Eurie Wilkerson, July 19; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Alvis Jones, July 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Guthrie Thurmond
and children of Detroit, Mich.,
have been the guests of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Zelna Thurmond.

Dear Abby
DEAR KATHLEEN:You must
have been reading my mind. I
havefinally puttogether a booklet containing the most requested poems, essays and lettersI've published overthe years.
I'm callingit"Dear Abby's'Keepers.'"It is now available:Send a
long, business-size, self-addressed envelope with a check
or money order for $3.95 ($4.50
in Canada)to:Dear Abby"Keepers"Booklet,P.O.Box 447,Mount
Morris,Dl.61054.(Postage is included.)

KATHLEEN SCHULTZ

DEAR ABBY:Ijust returned from
renewing my driver's license and I
am upset. Can't something be done
about the terrible pictures people
have to put up with on their driver's
license? I haven't seen a good one
yet.
All I want is a decent likeness of
myselfthat doesn't make me look 20
years older,and magnify every blemish and wrinkle I have. If I looked
like that picture, I'd wear a brown
paper bag over my head.
What can I do to get a decent
picture from the Motor Vehicle Department?

Daily Conlics-,
BLONDIE
GOT' THE PICTUREiL
NOw

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

CALVIN and HOBBES
LIFE IS
50, 93 SWEET.

No name. please. The picture is
bad enough.
DOUBLE UGLY
IN BOYNTON BEACH,FLA.
DEAR DOUBLE:Most I.D. pictureslook asthough they should
have numbers under them. I
think the title ofErma Bombeck's
recent book says it best:"When
You Start to Look Like YourPassport Picture, It's Time to Go
Home."
***

DEAR ABBY: I am always reading letters in your column from
women who complain that they can't
find a man. What do these women
expect us men to do? Read their
minds? How are wesupposed to know
which women want us to approach
them,and which ones don't want to
be bothered?
Some women have written to complain because they can't go into a
bar,sit down and have a drink without some man bothering them. How
are gentlemen supposed to tell these
women apart? It used to be that a
woman who didn't wish to be bothered wore a wedding ring. That
doesn't work anymore.Single women
wear wedding rings, and some married women take theirs off.
These women who complain to
you probably pass by men every day
who are unattached and would be
right for them,but the more decent a
man is, the less likely he is to approach a woman he doesn't know.
Abby, why don't you suggestsome
way for women and men to communicate that they are interested in
knowingeachother?Too bad women
no longer drop handkerchiefs. Both
men and women need a non-verbal
way to break the ice.
FRENCHY
DEAR FRENCHY: There is a
way. It's been around for a very
long time. It's called a smile.

727

CATHY
**

HOW COULD YOU
GO OUT WITH
THE BAKERS,
IRVING? THEY'RE

my FRIENDS!

NOT NOW,
THE DALES AND MYERS ??
CHARLENE.
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I KNOW.
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AND ASKED
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LUNCH!

Dr. Gott
Trouble brewing

wer",1
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFIELD

PEANUTS

WELL,50 LONG,CORMAC
I'M GOING HOME TODAY..

AND IF YOU EVER NEED
AN ATTORNEY, HERE'S
MY CARD

MAYBE WE'LL SEE EACH
OTHER AGAIN SOMETIME
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By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a_ faithful
reader of your column and would like
your advice. The least little exertion
makes me weak, short of breath and
completely washed out. My blood
pressure drops about 20 systolic
points and 10 diastolic. My pulse
races to over 100. My doctor says my
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Obituaries
Mrs. Zelda M. Cunningham

Mrs. Clara May Fitts McCuiston
Mrs. Clara May Fitts McCuiston,
86, Rt. 5, Box 1229, Murray, died
Sunday at 12:30 p.m. at her home.
She was a member of Good Shepherd United Methodist Church.
Born June 14, 1906, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Scott W. Fitts and Ellen
Andrew Fins.
Also preceding her in death were
two grandchildren, Scottie Newberry and Debbie Newberry; one sister, Mrs. Mocile Williams; six
brothers, Rudy, Aubrey, Freeman,
Tellus, Lexie and Noble Fitts.
Survivors include her husband,
Arvin A. McCuiston, to whom she
was married on June 14, 1930; one

daughter, Mrs. Janice Krizan, and
one son, Ted W. McCuiston and
wife, Helen, Rt. 5, Murray; five
grandchildren, Mrs. Janet Schecter
and husband, Mark, RL 6, Murray,
Mrs. Dawn Kinsolving and husband, Billy, Mrs. Alicia Erwin and
husband, Keith, Teddie A. Mccuiston and wife, Sandy, and Shannon
McCuiston, all of Rt. 5, Murray;
six great-grandchildren.
Graveside rites will be today at 5
p.m. at Barnett Cemetery. The Rev.
Tom Cary will officiate.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
is in charge of arangements, but no
visitation will be held.

Jimmie D. McKinney
Services for Jimmie D. McKinney will be today at 3:30 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
of Murray. The Rev. Robert Johnson will officiate. Music will be by
The King's Sons.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens. Friends may
call at the funeral home.
Mr. McKinney, 22, died Saturday at 3:30 a.m. at his home at
1704 Olive St., Murray. He was
employed by Kroger.
Born Nov. 7, 1969, in Calloway

County, he was the son of Jimmy
McKinney and Donna Boyd
McKinney.
Survivors include his father,
Jimmie McKinney and wife, Sherry, Murray; his mother, Ms. Donna
McKinney, Atlanta, Ga.; grandparents, Mrs. Eulala Boyd and J.D.
and Dean McKinney, Murray; one
aunt, Mrs. Cheryl Smith, Mayfield;
two uncles, Joe Edd Boyd and Terry McKinney, Murray; one cousin,
Rachael McKinney, Murray.

Mrs. Carrie Lucille Cherry Moore
Mrs. Carrie Lucille Cherry
Moore, 84, Rt. 1, Box 244,
Puryear, Tenn., died Friday at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Hazel
Baptist Church. Born Jan. 1, 1908,
in Henry County, Tenn., she was
the daughter of the late John Wilson Cherry and Jennie Eakes
Cherry.
Also preceding her in death were
one daughter, Rebecca Gean
Moore, November 1935, one sister,
Mrs. Pauline Phillips, four
brothers, Herman, Fayette, Jim, and
Charlie Elmo Cherry, and one
grandchild, Michael Norman
Mathis.
Survivors include her husband,
Ortis Grover Moore, to whom she
was married on Dec. 12, 1931; one

daughter, Mrs. Barbara Ann
Mathis, Henry, Tenn.; one sister,
Mrs. Jennie Hall, Metropolis, Ill.;
one brother, Thomas Cherry, New
Port, Mich.; two grandchildren,
Renee Johnson and Jill Travis; four
great-grandchildren, Emily and
Laura Johnson and David and
Garett Travis.
The funeral is today at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn. The Rev. James
Garland and the Rev. Charles Orr
are officiating.
Pallbearers are Floyd Barrow,
Roy Hughes, Frank Turner, Charles
Overcast, Willie Vinson and Steve
Smith. Burial will follow in
Goshen Cemetery in Calloway
County.

Mrs. Eunice Todd Barnhill
Final rites for Mrs. Eunice Todd
Barnhill were Sunday at 2 p.m. at
Pt. Pleasant Baptist Church, where
she was a member. The Rev. Vernon Turner officiated.
Burial was in Shady Grove
Cemetery with arrangements by
McEvoy Funeral Home of Paris,
Tenn.
Mrs. Barnhill, 79, RL 2, Buchanan, Tenn., died Friday night at her
home.
Born July 31, 1912, in Henry
County, Term., she was the daught
er of the late Tom and Betty Todd

She was married Sept. 29, 1934,
to William Edward Barnhill, who
died April 10, 1985. Also preceding her in death were two sisters,
Virgie Maynard and Clara Barnhill;
three brothers, Leslie, Herbert and
Manley Todd; one nephew, William Ross; one great-grandchild,
Tara Nicole Barnhill.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Regenia Paschall, Nashville,
Term.; two sons, Donnie Barnhill
and Terry Barnhill, Buchanan; one
sister, Mrs. Annie May Merrell,
Puryear, Tenn.; five grandchildren;
two great-grandchildren.

Investments Since 14'6 I

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
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Goodyear .....................6414 + 11/1
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Mrs. Zelda M. Cunningham, 70,
Rt. 1, Dexter, died Sunday at 10:15
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was a member of Ledbetter
Baptist Church.
Born March 2, 1922, in Calloway County, she was the daughter
of the late Clarence Walker and
Mary Lee Colson Walker. Also
preceding her in death were two
brothers, Bobby Walker and Tommy Walker.
Survivors include her husband,
Garnett 0. Cunningham, to whom
she was married on Dec. 29, 1939;
two daughters, Mrs. Carolyn
McCuiston and husband, Danny A.,
New Concord, and Mrs. Marilyn
Travis and husband, Jerry, Dexter;
one son, Bobby Cunningham and
wife, June, Dexter, one sister, Mrs.
Dorothy Hanz, Roxanna, Ill.; four

'Hillerd Lyons lo a market mew In lee Pock
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Murray, KY 42071
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Upon Request
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brothers, Hudie Walker, Brighton,
Ill., Frank Walker, Murray, J.R.
Walker, Godfrey, Ill., and Ernest
Walker, Roxanna, Ill.
Also surviving are six grandchidren, Ricky Cunningham and
wife, Celisa, Regina Williams and
husband, David, Mark McCuiston
and wife, Bonnie, Karen Boggess,
Tony Travis and wife, Cindy, and
Darrin McCuiston; five greatgrandchildren, Kalista Cunningham, Michael Williams, Justin
Boggess, Kory Cunningham and
Kelsey Williams.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
Troy Deweese and the Rev. Paul
Bogard will officiate. Burial will
follow in Ledbetter Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. Tuesday.

Funeral rites for Jacob Claude
Gooch were Sunday at 3:30 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
of Murray. The Rev. Bob Dotson
officiated. Music was by Amy
Waldrop.
Pallbearers were Larry Gooch,
Mitchyell Gooch, Billy Gooch,
Nelson Waldrop, C.R. Outland and
J.R. Story.
Burial was in South Pleasant
Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Gooch, 91, Rt. 4, Box 104,
Murray, died Friday at 3:21 p.m. at
West View Nursing Home, Murray.
Preceding him in death were four
brothers, Luther, Taylor, John and
Stanley Gooch. Born Sept. 29,

The funeral for Mrs. Trilby Cunningham was Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
in the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. Ercel Carter, the Rev. Bill Newsome and the
Rev. Lee Gamblin officiated. Music was by Alvin Usrey, Loma Borders, Angela Fuqua and Janet
Arnold.
Pallbearers were David Cunningham, Gary Cunningham, Randy
Cunningham, Kenneth Mohler,
Blake Adams and Kevin Russell.
Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Cunningham, 78, of 1402
Sycamore St., Murray, died Friday

Leonard L. West, 71, Dresden,
Tenn., died Friday at the home of
his daughter, Carol, at Pittsburg,
Pa.
Born Feb. 9, 1921, in Henry
County, Tenn., he was the son of
the late Vestal West and Cora
Boyd West.
His wife, Mrs. Mary McCree
West, died in 1974.
Survivors include one daughter,
Carol, Pittsburg, Pa.; three sons,
Kenneth West, Dresden, Tenn., and

at 10:49 a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Her husband, Fray Cunningham,
died Dec. 2, 1977. Born Sepi 11,
1913, in Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late Zelner Russell and Ophie Norsworthy Russell.
Survivors include two sons, Glen
Cunningham and wife, Edna, Rt. 2,
Murray, and Kenneth Cunningham
and wife, Connie, Paducah; one
brother, Z.B. Russell and wife,
Lanita, Murray; six grandchildren;
seven great-grandchildren; four
stepgrandchildren; 1 stepgreatgrandchild; three stepsisters.

Final rites for Halford Boyd
were Sunday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. The Rev. Billy Turner
officiated.
Pallbearers were Joe Ed Boyd,
Bryan Boyd, David Boyd, Guthrie
McNeely, Steve McNeely and Max
Boyd.
Burial was in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mr. Boyd, 70, Dalton, Ga., formerly of Calloway County, died
Thursday at his home.

'Did you know you can choose the exact
funeral arrangements you want?"

The funeral is today at 3 p.m. in
the chapel of Bowlin Funeral
Home, Dresden, Tenn. Burial will
follow in Olive Branch Cemetery
there.

4x4 Convertible

preceded him in death.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Phyllis Manning and husband,
Eugene, Rt. 3, Benton; four grandchildren, Gary Haargan, Paris, Texas, Ronnie Hargan, Detroit, Mich.,
Anthony Manning, Kirksey, and
Angela Fuqua, Farmington; five
great-grandchildren.
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Halford Boyd

David West and Kevin West, St.
Louis, Mo.; four sisters, Mrs. Jane
Lovins, New Concord, Mrs. Bonnie
Mohundro and Ms. Jo Nell West,
Murray, and Mrs. Ruby Evitts,
Paducah; one brother, E.W. West,
Selmer, Tenn.

Per Month

William Enoch Hargan
Services for William Enoch Hargan were Sunday at 4:30 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. Dr. Lynn Mayall
officiated. Music was by Sherma
Scott.
Pallbearers were George W. Hargan, Nolan Wilkerson, Anthony
Manning, Hal Fuqua, Chester Saxon and Clayton Saxon.
Burial was in Mt. Carmel
Cemetery.
Mr. Hargan, 87, Kirlcsey, died
Friday at 4:20 p.m. at Paris Manor,
Paris, Tenn.
A retired farmer, he was a member of Locust Grove Church of the
Nazarene. Born July 30, 1904, he
was the son of the late Will and
Barbara Hargan.
His wife, Mrs. Forrest Taylor
Hargan, one son, William E. Hargan, one grandchild, Thomas Hargan, three sisters and one brother

1901, he was the son of the late
George W. Gooch and Ellen Taylor
Gooch.
A retired carpenter, he was a
member of South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Audis Marine Gooch, to whom he
was married Oct. 7, 1922; two
sisters-in-law, Mrs. Estelle Gooch
and Mrs. Ester Shanklin, Rt. 4,
Murray; three nieces, Mrs. Marlene
Waldrop, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs. Betty
Jo Hurt, Bruceton, Tenn., and Mrs.
Mary Frank Wiles, Memphis,
Term.; two nephews, Larry Gooch,
Rt. 4, Murray, and Billy Gooch,
Dupo, Ill.

Leonard L. West

Mrs. Trilby Cunningham
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When you pre-arrange your funeral, all the details are
up to you.
We'll explain your choices to you,and give you the costs. You
make the decisions, so your family won't have to later during a
naturally stressful time.
Then, to make sure they

don't inherit a bill, you can pre-pay
your arrangements through the Family Col aiderations program.
Call or come by today. We'll be happy to help you plan the
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